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ATTENTION BIAS IN IRRITABILITY: A SOCIAL INFORMATION 
PROCESSING PERSPECTIVE 
Social information processing (SIP) theory suggests a framework for understanding how 
individuals make sense of their world—from the cognitive tasks of perception and problem 
solving to the emotional tasks of integrating this information with one’s goals, motivational state, 
and arousal regulation. This framework has been integral for better understanding the etiology 
behind certain psychopathologies (such as depression or disruptive behavior disorders) as it is 
thought that bias early in attentional processes may have trickle down effects on later processing 
and decision making (Dodge, 1993). It is known that the attention biases early in the SIP model 
(e.g., encoding biases) differ among disorders such as depression and those such as oppositional 
defiance disorder (ODD). Therefore, using a SIP framework for better understanding severe and 
chronic irritability, a construct with significant overlap with both depressive and disruptive 
behavior disorders (Freeman et al., 2016; Mayes et al., 2016; Stringaris & Goodman, 2009) 
could be helpful for offering insight into disorders characterized by severe and chronic irritability 
(e.g., Disruptive Mood Dysregulation Disorder [DMDD]). The purpose of this present study was 
to apply a SIP framework, using eyetracking methodology to measure attentional capture within 
257 participants, to illuminate on the possible attention biases that may be present within 
individuals who experience severe and chronic irritability. Results indicated that individuals high 
in irritability do not display unique attention bias towards either hostile or dysphoric stimuli. 
This has important implications for our understanding of the construct of irritability, especially 
as in recent years debate has been ongoing as to whether irritability should best be 
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conceptualized as a separate, unique disorder similar to depression or as a symptom of an already 
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Chronic and severe irritability has received increased attention in recent years resulting in 
the addition of disruptive mood dysregulation disorder (DMDD) to the diagnostic and statistical 
manual of mental disorders—5th edition (DSM-5). DMDD is characterize by severe and chronic 
irritability accompanied by developmentally inappropriate anger outbursts (American Psychiatric 
Association (APA), 2013; World Health Organization (WHO), 1992). While irritability is 
normative (Wakschlag et al., 2007, 2012), chronic and severe irritability is not (Wakschlag et al., 
2012). Chronic, severe irritability is transdiagnostic, listed as an associated feature or symptom 
to many psychiatric disorders (APA, 2013; WHO, 1992). Attempts to understand the role of 
irritability in mental disorders such as pediatric bipolar disorder and oppositional defiant disorder 
(ODD) have contributed to a renewed effort to refine the construct of irritability. Because 
chronic, severe irritability demonstrates longitudinal associations with depression and anxiety 
(Stringaris & Goodman, 2009), the DSM-5 classifies DMDD as a mood disorder. However, most 
studies indicate that DMDD has significant overlap with ODD, which is a disruptive behavior 
disorder (Freeman et al., 2016; Mayes et al., 2016). This overlap begs the question as how best to 
characterize severe irritability; Should it be conceptualized as an affective, internalizing 
symptom or is best subsumed under a disruptive behavior umbrella? One way to effectively 
refine a construct is to examine the underlying mechanisms of pathology. Social Information 
Processing (SIP) theory offers a framework for understanding the etiology behind 
psychopathology because bias in attentional processes is thought to influence later processing 
and decision making (Dodge, 1993). Social information processing theory posits that individuals 
make sense of their works through a series of steps including more cognitive actions of 
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perception and problem solving and more emotional tasks of integrating this information with 
their own goals, motivation, and affect regulation (Dodge, 1993) .Therefore, using an SIP 
framework to examine the underlying mechanisms behind chronic and severe irritability may be 
a useful way to further refine the construct of irritability and determine how best to conceptualize 
chronic and severe irritability. 
This literature review is organized into three sections. First, the encoding process of SIP 
theory is reviewed. Second, attentional biases within the encoding process are evaluated across 
disorders. Third, attentional biases specific to irritability are considered. 
Social-Information Processing Theory 
 SIP theory describes mental processes that are responsible for both normative and 
psychopathological behavioral responses to social stimuli (Dodge, 1993). SIP theory outlines 
both the cognitive tasks of perception and problem solving and the emotional tasks of integrating 
this information with one’s goals, motivational state, and arousal regulation (Dodge, 1993). 
According to SIP theory, a behavioral response to a social stimulus occurs as a function of a 
sequence of processing steps (See Figure 1). First, social information is encoded through sensory 
input, selective attention to social cues, and storage of cue information into short-term memory. 
Second, meaning is applied through mental representation. Third, response accessing occurs as 
the second step of mental representation elicits one or more behavioral and affective responses. 
Fourth, response evaluation occurs in which an individual decides which behavior to enact. Fifth, 
enactment takes place in which the selected response in transformed into behavior. Sixth, 
evaluation of the outcome associated with the enacted behavior occurs (Dodge, 1993). The SIP 
pathway is circular and dynamic; processing at all steps of the model have the ability to influence 
other steps in the process (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986).  
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The first step of the SIP model, encoding, may be particularly important for 
understanding core symptoms of psychiatric disorders, including irritability. This is because 
during the encoding of social information, an individual converts relevant information from the 
broad array of environmental stimuli or cues to a mental representation that can be manipulated 
or used (Dodge & Crick, 1990). Since it is impossible to encode every stimulus in the 
environment, selective attention processes encode a subset of the available cues, typically those 
most relevant for accurate understanding of social information (Broadbent, 1958; Dodge & 
Crick, 1990). The prioritization of environmental stimuli through selective attention can occur 
through either top-down (voluntary, goal-directed) or bottom-up (automatic, attentional capture) 
processes. Moreover, selective attention can occur through overt (eye movements) or covert 
(orientation of internal attention, thoughts) methods. For example, when tasked with finding 
someone to talk to at a party, early bottom-up, overt attention processing will select for stimuli 
you direct your visual attention towards and process the physical characteristics of each stimuli 
(e.g., two individuals standing near a table speaking in hushed tones). Covert, top-down 
processing, being both goal-directed and knowledge driven will process these stimuli against 
what we know a social situation in which we can integrate ourselves into to look like. The goal 
to find someone to talk to and the knowledge that interrupting a private conversation could be 
unwelcomed will subsequently further direct one’s visual attention towards objects that better 
match one’s understanding of a desired social interaction. Using both top-down and bottom-up 
methods, environmental stimuli are filtered so that more relevant stimuli get processed and 
passed down to later stages of processing while non-relevant information does not (e.g., the color 
of the couch in the living room). However, it is also possible for a visually salient stimulus in this 
situation (e.g., a song that holds emotional meaning starting to play from the speaker) to capture 
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one’s attention in a bottom-up manner even if it is not related to one’s goal (Norman, 1968; 
Treisman, 1960). Thus, what social information we attend to or captures our attention is 
ultimately the information we apply meaning to, generate responses to, and then act against in 
our social world and the stimuli we selectively attend to have the power to greatly shape these 
later processes. 
Selective attention is a normative and adaptive process that is necessary because of 
limitations on the human capacity to cognitively process all information from our environment 
(Broadbent, 1958; Dodge & Crick, 1990). However, this process can become biased and if these 
biases continue over time they can lead to psychopathology. Biases present in this encoding step 
of the SIP model may take the form of automatic, orientation biases to certain stimuli in the 
environment or more elaborative, voluntary biases in which one chooses to selectively attend to a 
certain stimulus by either spending more time attending to it in comparison to other stimuli, 
having difficulty disengaging from the stimulus, or engaging with the stimulus more times than 
other stimuli in the environment. For instance, an individual with a fear of spiders might come 
across a spider. The individual will likely cease directing their visual attention to other cues in 
the environment and maintain their attention towards the spider, allowing for more efficient 
processing of the spider stimulus at the expense of other more neutral environmental stimuli. 
Through mental representation, the individual will conclude that the stimulus is indeed a spider, 
a high-intensity fear object. This will generate a number of possible responses such as: 1) 
approach the spider, 2) remove oneself from the environment; 3) carry on with whatever task one 
was engaged with prior to attending to the spider. Given the individual’s fear of the spider, the 
individual might choose to leave the environment and enact this decision by walking away. 
When evaluating this response, they might notice a reduction of their fear and conclude that their 
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behavior response was successful, reinforcing this behavior in the future. Over time, if this 
process becomes a pattern for the individual, the encoding step of the SIP model may begin to 
select for stimuli that could be spiders. This hypervigilance bias will then constrict the 
information that the individual processes within the environment towards threat related targets, 
eventually increasing base-line anxiety and possibly creating a specific phobia towards spiders. 
Therefore, bias in the encoding step of the SIP model has the potential to cause the onset and 
then maintain specific psychiatric symptoms.   
SIP and Disruptive Behavior 
 The SIP framework was initially applied to children and adolescents with aggressive 
behavior. SIP theory hypothesized a hypervigilance hypothesis in which children and adolescents 
high in aggression are likely to over-attend to hostile cues relative to non-hostile cues in social 
environments. As a result, additional processing steps are limited by the hostile information 
attended to which ultimately increases the likelihood that a youth interprets these cues as hostile 
and responds aggressively in turn (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Lochman & Lenhart, 1995). The 
hypervigilance hypothesis is heavily influenced by selective attention during the encoding step 
because it is the preferential attention towards hostile social information that influences later 
stages of processing such as mental representation and response accessing. An aggressive youth 
may attend to an environmental stimulus and, through mental representation, conclude that the 
stimulus is hostile. This reinforces a world-view, or schema, held by the aggressive youth that 
the world is a hostile place. The schema directs selective attention towards hostile environmental 
cues. The interpretation of these cues as hostile makes it more likely that the youth’s response 
accessing generates more hostile behaviors and that the youth will choose and enact an 
aggressive response. An evaluation of the outcome to their aggressive response will most likely 
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also contribute to their world-view of the world as hostile and reinforce selective attention 
towards hostile cues over time (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Lochman & Lenhart, 1995). Youth with 
aggressive behavior typically demonstrate hostile attributions that have been ascribed to attention 
biases (Dodge, Murphy, & Bachsbaum, 1984; Dodge & Newman, 1981; Dodge & Tomlin, 1987; 
Gouze, 1987; Lochman & Dodge, 1994; Matthys, Cuperus, & Van Engeland, 1999; Strassberg & 
Dodge, 1987; van Goozen et al., 2002). Therefore, examining where the biases in youth with 
aggressive behaviors occurs is crucial to understanding how SIP theory explains the underlying 
mechanisms of aggressive behavior. 
 Early work in SIP theory used indirect measures of encoding, such as social information 
recall, manipulation, and preference (Horsley, Orobio de Castro, & Van der Schoot, 2010). For 
example, social information recall studies presented social vignettes to children and asked that 
they later recall information from these vignettes to make attributions of intent or interpretations 
of ambiguous cues. Manipulation-based studies manipulated experimental variables, such as 
behavioral responses to ambiguous social interactions, to then measure the effects of these 
manipulations on children’s mental representation of a social cue. Preference studies measured 
the type of stimuli that children preferred to use and attend to when making social decisions. 
Aggressive children were more likely than their non-aggressive peers to attend to hostile social 
cues (e.g. Dodge & Newman, 1981; Dodge & Tomlin, 1987), interpret social situations as hostile 
(Dodge & Coie, 1987; Dodge, Murphey, & Bachsbaum, 1984; Waldman, 1996), and prefer to 
attend to hostile social stimuli (van Goozen et al., 2002). These studies were interpreted as 
indicating that youth high in aggression display encoding biases towards hostile social 
information. However, the indirect nature of the methodology used to measure encoding in these 
studies is problematic. Reliance on information recall and interpretation of ambiguous social 
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cues as a way to infer encoding bias means that these results are confounded with later steps of 
the SIP model (i.e., mental representation). One potential reason for this being confounded is that 
memory is a restructuring process that consists of incorporating new information into our 
memories and making interpretations of new information in the context of what we already 
“know” or have consolidated into memory (Clifasefi, Garry, & Loftus, 2007). Relying on 
children’s memories of social vignettes to make interpretations or attributions of intent were 
inferred as measuring the encoding process, when in fact the studies may have been measuring 
the mental representation process (i.e., memory). Therefore, early studies indicated that youth 
with aggression demonstrated biases towards aggression in their overall decision-making process 
but these studies were unable to pinpoint where in the SIP model the bias occurred. 
 As technology and theory developed, different measures of the encoding process became 
available such as reaction time based paradigms (e.g., van Goozen et al., 2002; Gouze, 1987; 
Schippell et al., 2003). Examples of tasks that measure attention allocation over brief durations 
include the emotional dot probe task (MacLeod, Mathews, & Tata, 1996) and the emotional 
Stroop task (Williams, Mathreys, & MacLeod, 1996). These tasks require participants to press a 
computer key once they have located a target stimulus, as is the case with the emotional dot 
probe task, or verbally respond to a stimulus, as with the emotional Stroop task. Reaction time 
based paradigms such as these are more direct measures of attention allocation than previously 
used measures of social recall or interpretation because it is thought that the time it takes for one 
to respond to a stimulus represents attentional capture (i.e., longer reactions times suggest that 
the participant was not allocating their attention towards the target stimulus while shorter 
reaction times suggest that the participant was allocating attention towards target stimulus). 
Studies using these reaction time based paradigms resulted in mixed findings. Youth high in 
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aggression displayed attention biases towards hostile cues as evidenced by several emotional dot 
probe and emotional Stroop task studies (Eckman & Cohen, 1997; Gouze, 1987; Smith & 
Waterman, 2003). In contrast to this, one study utilizing an emotional dot probe task found no 
support for an attentional bias towards hostile cues (Smith & Waterman, 2004b). Likewise, two 
studies utilizing the emotional Stroop task (Van Honk et al., 2001a; 2001b) also failed to find an 
attention bias towards hostile cues. A closer look at the methodology implies that attentional 
biases found may depend largely on the duration for which cues were presented. When stimuli 
are presented for longer than 500ms, regardless of paradigm, youth high in aggression display 
attention bias towards aggressive cues (Cohen, Eckhardt, & Schagat, 1998; Gouze, 1987; Smith 
& Waterman, 2003; 2004b; van Goozen et al., 2002). In contrast, aggressive youth do not show 
preferential attention towards hostile cues in studies that display their stimuli for less than 500ms 
(Smith & Waterman, 2004b, Van Honk et al., 2001a; 2001b). Because it takes longer than 500ms 
for the bias to appear, this suggests that attention biases in aggressive youth are likely not 
orientation biases but rather more elaborative and voluntary. Thus, this suggests that youth high 
in aggression do not display bottom-up, automatic orientation biases towards hostile cues, which 
would be detected in paradigms presenting stimuli for shorter durations, but instead they display 
more elaborative, top-down biases that require longer durations to emerge. 
A reaction time based task that has been used to measure attention allocation over longer 
durations than the emotional dot probe or emotional Stroop task is the free view task. Early 
versions of this task typically presented four visual stimuli and required the participant to 
indicate by key press the location of a target stimulus on the computer screen (i.e., Smith & 
Waterman, 2004). Longer reaction times were interpreted to mean participants experienced 
increased interference by distractor stimuli, or in other words the presence of hostile distractor 
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stimuli resulted in slower reaction times in locating the target stimuli. In more ecologically valid 
versions of this task, researchers measured variables such as the duration for which youth looked 
towards certain types of stimuli (e.g., Gouze, 1987; van Goozen et al., 2002). Studies utilizing 
this task have found that individuals high in aggression display increased interference when 
aggressive stimuli is present (Cohen, Eckhardt, & Schagat, 1998; Smith & Waterman, 2004b), 
look longer towards aggressive pictures (van Goozen et al., 2002), and look longer and more 
often towards aggressive stimuli (Gouze, 1987). However, reaction time based paradigms 
including the free view task, while more direct measures of attention allocation than recall or 
manipulation studies, only measure attention over relatively short durations and cannot measure 
overt attention (i.e., eye gaze). Because of this reaction time studies are unable to further identify 
elaborative biases such as difficulty in disengagement or direct measures of overt gaze such as 
gaze duration or number of engagements with an area of interest. For this, methodology that can 
measure sustained visual attention and direct, overt eye gaze is necessary. Therefore, more recent 
studies utilizing eye-tracking methodology have the ability to parse attentional biases among 
aggressive individuals even further. 
Several eye-tracking studies have been completed that measure encoding bias in 
individuals high in aggression (Horsley, Orobio de Castro, & Van der Schoot, 2010; Laue et al., 
2018; Lin et al., 2016; Troop-Gorden et al., 2018; Wilkowski et al., 2007). To date, eye-tracking 
studies have not been used to measure disengagement but have used the free view paradigm 
combined with eye-tracking methodology to measure overt attention allocation over time (e.g., 
duration of gaze and number of engagements with areas of interest). In studies in which the 
stimulus pictures used are static, depicting just one scene of a social situation, adults high in 
aggression looked more times and for longer duration towards hostile cues (Lin et al., 2016). 
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This matches reaction time based literature in which aggressive individuals, when presented with 
static and simple stimulus pictures (e.g., one neutral face and one hostile face), display attention 
bias towards hostile cues (Cohen, Eckhardt, & Schagat, 1998; Gouze, 1987; Smith & Waterman, 
2004b; van Goozen et al., 2002). However, in studies in which a sequence of pictures or a video 
depicting ambiguous social scenes are shown, children high in aggression have been shown to 
look more times and for longer durations towards non-hostile cues (Horsley, Orobio de Castro, 
and Van der Shoot, 2010; Troop-Gordan et al., 2018; Wilkowski et al., 2007). One explanation 
for this discrepancy is the use of complex stimuli shown in a sequence that better replicates real 
life social experiences may measure more of the mental representation process rather than 
attentional encoding. For example, aggressive individuals likely have a hostile world view which 
directs their attention towards hostile cues in a top-down manner. If they encounter stimuli that 
do not fit with their mental representations or interpretation of the social scene as hostile, they 
might spend more time looking at and trying to reconcile non-hostile information with their 
schema. This fits with scene-perception literature that suggests people are likely to attend to 
schema-inconsistent information (Gordan, 2006; Underwood, Humphreys, & Cross, 2007). Thus, 
it appears attention biases among hostile individuals not only depend on the time or duration for 
which cues are presented but on the type of social cues presented as well. 
The original hypervigilance hypothesis stated that aggressive youth over-attend to hostile 
social information (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Lochman & Lenhart, 1995). As tested through the use 
of methodology meant to measure automatic, bottom-up attention biases (i.e., orientation bias), 
this hypothesis was not supported (Smith & Waterman, 2004b; van Honk et al., 2001b). Instead 
reaction time based methodology that presents stimuli for longer than 500ms showed individuals 
high in aggression display attention bias towards hostile cues (Cohen, Eckhardt, & Schagat, 
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1998; Gouze, 1987; Smith & Waterman, 2003; 2004b; van Goozen et al., 2002). Because 
reaction time based paradigms are unable to further identify and differentiate elaborative biases, 
eye tracking methodology is necessary. Eye tracking studies showed that in addition to duration 
of stimulus presentation the type of stimuli presented is also important. When shown a sequence 
of pictures or a video of a social situation meant to closely resemble a real life social interaction, 
aggressive individuals attend more and for longer towards non-hostile cues (Horsley, Orobio de 
Castro, and Van der Shoot, 2010; Troop-Gordan et al., 2018; Wilkowski et al., 2007). Using 
these types of stimuli may confound encoding measurement with later SIP processing such as 
mental representation. When shown simple visual cues that are better suited to measuring 
encoding, aggressive individuals attend more and for longer towards hostile cues (Lin et al., 
2016). Thus, while it appears that there are no orientation biases present among individuals high 
in aggression there do appear to be top-down elaborative biases toward hostile environmental 
stimuli, as long as the methodology used does not confound encoding measurement with later 
SIP processing steps such as mental representation. 
SIP and Depression 
Cognitive models have long related information processing biases to the onset and 
maintenance of depression (i.e., Beck, 1967, Clark et al., 1999; Teasdale, 1988; Williams, Watts, 
MacLeod, & Matthews, 1988). According to these theories, information processing biases 
related to dysphoric stimuli influence depressed individuals’ attention towards, memory of, and 
interpretation of emotional information (Beck, 1967, Clark et al., 1999; Teasdale, 1988; 
Williams, Watts, MacLeod, & Matthews, 1988). Encoding is integral to the cognitive 
mechanisms underlying depression (reviewed in Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012; Gotlib & 
Joormann, 2010; Peckham, McHugh, & Otto, 2010; Wisco, 2009). Depressed individuals attend 
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to an environmental stimulus and through mental representation conclude that the cue is 
negatively valanced. This reinforces a world-view, or schema, held by the depressed individual 
that the world is a bad and hopeless place. This schema drives further top-down processing 
towards dysphoric stimuli. The interpretation of these cues as sad makes it more likely that the 
individual’s response accessing generates behaviors that correspond with a negative and hopeless 
world view and the depressed individual is more likely to choose and enact one of these 
behaviors. An evaluation of the outcome of their response will also likely contribute and 
reinforce their previously held world-view increasing the probability of future bottom-up and 
top-down processing to be biased towards dysphoric social information. Attention biases are 
present in individuals with depression (reviewed in Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012). Therefore, it is 
important to examine where exactly biases in individuals with depression occur in order to 
understand how SIP theory explains the underlying mechanisms of depression. 
Research on encoding bias among depressed individuals historically relied on reaction 
time based paradigms, such as the emotional dot probe task or emotional Stroop task (Armstrong 
& Olatunji, 2012). On the emotional Stroop task, depressed individuals display increased 
interference by negatively-valanced words, or in other words depressed individuals take longer 
to name the color of a stimulus word if the content of the word is dysphoric (Gotlib & Cane, 
1987; Segal, Gemar, Truchon, Guirguis, & Horowitz, 1995). Additionally, individuals with 
depression are faster than non-depressed individuals in detecting probes that replace negatively-
valanced words or images and do not display biases towards positive stimuli to the same degree 
as do non-depressed individuals, as evidenced by studies using the emotional dot probe task 
(Donaldson, Lam, & Mathews, 2007; Fritzsche et al., 2010; Gotlib et al., 1988; Gotlib, 
Krasnoperova, Neubauer, & Joormann, 2004; Gotlib et al., 2004; Joormann & Gotlib, 2007; 
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Matthews & Antes, 1992; Mccabe & Gotlib, 1995; Peckham et al., 2010; Shane & Peterson, 
2007). An important caveat to these results is that the bias towards negative stimuli and away 
from positive stimuli in depressed individuals largely depends on the duration for which the 
stimuli are presented for. These effects are found only in studies that expose their stimuli for 1s 
or more (Bradley, Mogg, Millar, & White, 1995; Mogg, Bradley, Williams, & Mathews, 1993). 
Because it takes 1s or more for these effects to be found, this suggests that these biases are likely 
not bottom-up, attentional capture or orientation biases but instead more elaborative, voluntary 
and top-down biases. Therefore, it is necessary to use eye-tracking methodology to measure 
attentional biases in depressed individuals so that we may differentiate the various elaborative 
biases that may be present. 
As stated previously, response time based paradigms are unable to differentiate between 
top-down biases that are characterized by increased gaze maintenance or disengagement 
difficulties. Eye-tracking studies allow researchers to collect relatively continuous and more 
direct measures of overt visual attention (Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012). As evidenced by studies 
using eye-tracking methodology adults with depression maintain shorter gaze durations on 
positive stimuli (Ellis, Beevers, & Wells, 2011; Sears, Thomas, LeHuquet, & Johnson, 2010), 
longer gaze durations on negative stimuli (Caseras, Garner, Bradley, & Mogg, 2007; Leyman, 
De Raedt, Vaeyens, & Phillipaerts, 2011), and take longer to shift their attention towards neutral 
stimuli, even when explicitly prompted to do so (Sanchez et al., 2017; Sanchez et al., 2013) 
when compared to non-depressed adults. Depressed adults do not orient their gazes towards sad 
or dysphoric stimuli quicker than non-depressed adults (Bradley, Mogg, Millar, & White, 1995; 
Mogg, Bradley, Williams, & Mathews, 1993). Thus, the cognitive mechanisms underlying 
depression in adults seem to include increased gaze maintenance on negative stimuli, decreased 
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gaze duration on positive stimuli, and a decreased ability to disengage attention from negative 
stimuli but not quicker orientation. 
The majority of studies on attention biases in depressed and at-risk youth utilized reaction 
time based paradigms like the emotional Stroop task and the Go/No Go task (reviewed in Platt et 
al., 2017). Go/No Go task trials consist of a single presentation of a positively or negatively 
valanced word. Participants are tasked with indicating whether the stimulus word is part of a 
target category and asked to withhold their responses if it is not (Hare et al., 2005). Depressed 
youth display attention bias towards sad or dysphoric stimuli as measured by the emotional dot 
probe (Hankin, Gibb, Abela, & Flory, 2010; Sylvester et al., 2015) and the Go/No go task (Kyte, 
Goodyer, & Sahakian, 2005; Ladouceur et al., 2006; Maalouf et al., 2012). However, at risk 
youth of depressed mothers exhibit preferential attention away from sad stimuli (Gibb, Benas, 
Grassia, & McGeary, 2009; Gibb, Pollack, Hajcak, & Owens, 2016; Owens et al., 2016). These 
findings on attention avoidance of sad faces in at-risk youth align with infant literature where 
infants, and to even larger effects infants of depressed mothers, avoid looking at sad faces 
potentially as a mood regulation strategy (Termine & Izard, 1988). Thus, this may then suggest a 
developmental framework in which young children, and especially those of depressed mothers, 
attempt to avoid sad stimuli as a strategy to regulate their moods. At some point, these children 
are no longer successful in avoiding these stimuli and we see then depressed youth now with 
more preferential attention towards dysphoric stimuli. Then, as adults we see consistent findings 
of depressed individuals with preferential attention towards dysphoric stimuli (Gibb, Pollack, 
Hajcak, & Owens, 2016). 
Overall, there is existing evidence of encoding biases among youth and adults with 
depression. In children, it appears we see a developmental aspect to the etiology of depression in 
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which onset and maintenance appears to be linked to the ability to avoid dysphoric social stimuli. 
This developmental framework suggests that infants and children of depressed mothers who do 
not meet criteria for depression themselves display an attentional avoidance of sad stimuli. 
Children who meet criteria for depression exhibit attentional preference to sad stimuli. In 
adulthood, there are consistent findings of depressed individuals giving preferential attention 
towards sad stimuli (Gibb, Pollack, Hajcak, & Owens, 2016). Specifically, adults with 
depression maintain their gaze on sad stimuli for longer durations compared to healthy controls, 
fail to disengage from sad stimuli as quickly as healthy controls, and fail to show a bias towards 
positive stimuli as seen in healthy controls (Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012; Caseras et al., 2007; 
Duque & Vasquez, 2015; Lu et al., 2017; Sanchez et al., 2013; Sanchez et al., 2017). 
SIP and Irritability 
The SIP model may also be used to describe the cognitive mechanisms underlying 
chronic and severe irritability. There are inconsistencies in how irritability has been operationally 
defined in the literature (Toohey & DiGiuseppe, 2017), but one accepted definition suggests 
irritability is an approach-oriented, negative affective state that occurs as a response to thwarted 
goal-achievement in which an individual’s subsequently heightened physiological arousal 
increases the propensity for states of frustration, anger, and aggression (Amsel, 1992; Amsel & 
Ward, 1954; Avenevoli, Blader, & Leibenluft, 2015; Toohey & DiGiuseppe, 2017). Encoding 
could be integral to the onset and maintenance of irritability as defined above. Severely and 
chronically irritable individuals may attend to an environmental stimulus and through mental 
representation conclude that the cue is hostile. This then reinforces a world view, or schema, held 
by the severely and chronically irritable individual that the world is not only against him or her 
but hostile towards them. This schema drives further top-down processing towards hostile or 
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aggressive stimuli. The interpretation of these cues as hostile or aggressive makes it more likely 
that the individual’s response accessing generates behaviors that correspond with their world 
view and the irritable individual is more likely to choose and enact one of these behaviors. An 
evaluation of the outcome of their response will also contribute and reinforce their previously 
held world-view increasing the probability of future bottom-up and top-down processing to be 
biased towards hostile or aggressive social information. There is some suggestion that attentional 
biases towards aggressive or threatening stimuli is present in individuals with chronic and severe 
irritability. Therefore, it is important to examine these biases to understand how SIP theory may 
explain the underlying mechanisms of chronic and severe irritability. 
Encoding studies in severely and chronically irritable individuals have almost exclusively 
used brief reaction time based paradigms such as the emotional dot probe, the affective Posner 
task, and the emotional interrupt task (Hommer et al., 2014; Rich et al., 2010; Rich et al., 2007; 
Salum et al., 2017). Using the dot probe paradigm, Hommer et al. (2014) found that children 
who met criteria for severe mood dysregulation (SMD; a syndrome characterized by severe 
irritability and high arousal) displayed attentional bias towards angry faces. Similar results were 
found by Salum et al. (2017) when using the same emotional dot probe paradigm in which 
children in the high irritability group did display attention bias towards threatening stimuli. 
However, a limitation to attention bias studies on severely irritable individuals is that few control 
for the presence of co-morbid psychopathology. Given the significant overlap between DMDD 
and ODD and the longitudinal associations between DMDD and depression, it is important to 
control for both depressive and oppositional symptoms. In fact, Salum et al. (2017) found that 
meeting criteria for SMD significantly predicted encoding bias towards threatening faces but that 
these results became non-significant after controlling for all co-occurring psychopathology, 
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including depression and ODD. Hommer et al. (2014) found that attentional bias towards angry 
faces remained significant even after controlling for symptoms of depression, but this study did 
not control for oppositionality. Therefore, it is imperative for studies measuring attention bias in 
irritable individuals to control for co-morbid psychopathology in order to discern which effects 
can be attributed to irritability and not to symptoms that are often comorbid in irritability. 
Encoding might be important in the etiology of chronic and severe irritability (Hommer 
et al., 2014; Salum et al., 2017). Severely and chronically irritable individuals display attention 
bias towards hostile stimuli (Hommer et al., 2014; Salum et al., 2017). However, a major 
limitation to this finding is that very few studies have controlled for depression and 
oppositionality symptoms even though DMDD has strong overlap with both MDD and ODD 
(Freeman et al., 2016; Mayes et al., 2016; Stringaris & Goodman, 2009). Moreover, no studies to 
date have evaluated attention biases in the context of chronic and severely irritable individuals 
with eye-tracking methodology. For this reason, the presence of elaborative, voluntary biases are 
unable to be further studied. This methodology is needed to parse orientation biases from gaze 
maintenance biases and biases characterized by difficulty in disengaging from certain stimuli. 
Therefore, to fully understand the specific mechanisms underlying chronic and severe irritability 
it is necessary to not only control for co-morbid pathology but to utilize eye-tracking 




PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT STUDY  
Chronic and severe irritability is closely linked to both depression (Stringaris & 
Goodman, 2009) and ODD (Freeman et al., 2016; Mayes et al., 2016). Moreover, controversy 
remains as to whether chronic, severe irritability should be conceptualized as a stand-alone 
affective disorder or instead a symptom of a disruptive behavior disorder (i.e. ODD). One way to 
effectively refine a construct such as chronic and severe irritability is to examine the underlying 
mechanisms of psychopathology. SIP theory offers a way to examine the cognitive 
underpinnings of pathology, and more specifically offers a model for how aberrant social 
information processing may be associated with the onset and maintenance of various psychiatric 
disorders (Dodge, 1993). Thus it stands to reason that examining the underlying mechanisms 
behind chronic and severe irritability, and the disorders with which chronic and severe irritability 
has the most overlap (i.e., depression and ODD), through an SIP model might provide insight 
into the question of how best to understand chronic and severe irritability. 
Within the SIP model, the first step of encoding is integral to the etiology of various 
psychiatric disorders, including disruptive behavior disorders (e.g., ODD), depression, and 
chronic and severe irritability. As for encoding biases seen among individuals with disruptive 
behavior disorders (e.g. ODD) and aggression, no studies to date have found evidence for a 
bottom-up orientation bias towards hostile cues (Eckman & Cohen, 1997; Schippell et al., 2002; 
Smith & Waterman, 2003 Smith & Waterman, 2004b; van Honk et al., 2001a; 2001b). Instead, 
more elaborative and voluntary biases appear to occur over time. These biases appear to alter 
depending on the type of stimuli used. When shown an ecologically valid depiction of a social 
situation where either a video or sequence of drawings are shown over time, more highly 
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aggressive individuals over attend to non-hostile cues (Horsley, Orobio de Castro, and Van der 
Schoot, 2010; Wilkowski et al., 2007). However, it is likely this type of methodology confounds 
the encoding step of the SIP model with the mental representation step which is what drives 
attention towards schema-inconsistent information such as non-hostile cues. When given a static, 
less complex stimulus of a single image or word, aggressive individuals tend to visually attend 
more towards hostile cues (Eckman & Cohen, 1997; Gouze, 1987; van Goozen et al., 2002; van 
Honk et al., 2001a; 2001b; Smith & Waterman, 2003 Smith & Waterman, 2004b). Thus, 
encoding biases among this population do not appear to include orientation biases but more 
voluntary, elaborative biases involving hostile environmental cues and these more voluntary 
biases appear to be directed towards hostile cues when methodology does not confound encoding 
with later SIP processing. 
Similarly, encoding biases displayed by individuals with depression have not been shown 
to include orientation biases. Instead, more elaborative and voluntary biases are present. 
Attentional biases in at-risk and currently depressed children can be understood through a 
developmental framework. Infants and children of depressed mothers who do not meet criteria 
for depression themselves, display an attentional avoidance of sad stimuli. Children who go on to 
meet criteria for depression exhibit attentional preferences towards sad or dysphoric stimuli. In 
adulthood, there are consistent findings of depressed individuals giving preferential attention 
towards sad stimuli (Gibb, Pollack, Hajcak, & Owens, 2016) where adults with depression 
maintain their gaze on sad stimuli for longer durations, fail to disengage from sad stimuli, and 
fail to show a bias towards positive stimuli (Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012; Caseras et al., 2007; 
Duque & Vasquez, 2015; Lu et al., 2017; Sanchez et al., 2013; Sanchez et al., 2017). Thus, 
encoding biases among this population do not include orientation biases but more voluntary, 
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elaborative biases in which adults and children with depression engage more with sad stimuli in 
their social environments. 
Encoding might play an important role in the etiology of chronic and severe irritability 
(Hommer et al., 2014; Salum et al., 2017). Severely and chronically irritable individuals display 
attention bias towards hostile stimuli (Hommer et al., 2014; Salum et al., 2017). However, a 
major limitation to this finding is that no studies have controlled for both depression and 
oppositionality symptoms even though DMDD has strong overlap with both MDD and ODD 
(Freeman et al., 2016; Mayes et al., 2016; Stringaris & Goodman, 2009). Adequately controlling 
for depression and oppositional symptoms is necessary to be able to determine which biases are 
specific to chronic and severe irritability and which are associated with symptoms of depression 
and oppositionality. Moreover, no studies to date have evaluated attention biases in the context 
of chronic and severally irritable individuals with eye-tracking methodology. Eye- tracking may 
be particularly useful as this methodology is needed to parse orientation biases from gaze 
maintenance biases and biases characterized by difficulty in disengaging from stimuli. Because 
eye-tracking has not been applied to study methodology to date the presence of elaborative, 
voluntary biases with individuals high in irritability are undetermined at this time. Therefore, to 
fully understand the specific mechanisms underlying chronic and severe irritability it is 
necessary to not only control for co-morbid pathology but to utilize eye-tracking methodology as 
well. 
Aims and Hypotheses. 
Aim 1. Evaluate the presence of attentional biases towards threatening stimuli seen in 
individuals with irritability, controlling for the presence of depression and oppositionality. 
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Hypothesis 1. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to not be associated with an initial orientation bias towards hostile 
stimuli. 
Hypothesis 1A. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to not be associated with attentional capture towards 
threatening faces as indicated by a PSS score significantly different from zero on 
the asynchronous onset task.  
Hypothesis 2. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to be associated with an engagement bias towards hostile stimuli. 
Hypothesis 2A.  After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to be associated with attentional facilitation indices towards 
hostile stimuli on the emotional dot probe task. 
Hypothesis 2B.  After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to be associated with gaze duration towards hostile stimuli 
on the emotional dot probe task. 
Hypothesis 2C. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to be associated with maintained attention on hostile areas 
of interest on the free view task. 
Hypothesis 2F. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to be associated with reaction time for hostile stimuli on the 
visual search task.  
Hypothesis 2G. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to be associated with lower attentional engagement indices 
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towards hostile areas of interest on the attentional engagement-disengagement 
task. 
  Hypothesis 3. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to be associated with a disengagement bias towards hostile stimuli. 
 Hypothesis 3A: After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to be associated with higher attentional disengagement indices 
towards hostile areas of interest on the attentional engagement-disengagement task. 
Aim 2. Evaluate the presence of attentional biases towards sad stimuli seen in individuals 
with irritability, controlling for the presence of depression and oppositionality. 
Hypothesis 1. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to not be associated with an initial orientation bias towards sad 
stimuli. 
Hypothesis 1A. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to not be associated with attentional capture towards sad 
faces as indicated by a PSS score significantly different from zero on the 
asynchronous onset task.  
Hypothesis 2. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to not be associated with an engagement bias towards sad stimuli. 
Hypothesis 2A.  After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is expected to not be associated with attentional facilitation indices 
towards sad stimuli on the emotional dot probe task. 
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Hypothesis 2B.  After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is not expected to be associated with gaze duration towards sad stimuli 
on the emotional dot probe task. 
Hypothesis 2C. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is not expected to be associated with maintained attention on sad areas 
of interest on the free view task. 
Hypothesis 2D. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is not expected to be associated with reaction time towards sad stimuli 
on the visual search task.  
Hypothesis 2E. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is not expected to be associated with lower attentional engagement 
indices towards sad areas of interest on the attentional engagement-
disengagement task. 
  Hypothesis 3. After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is not expected to be associated with a disengagement bias towards sad stimuli. 
 Hypothesis 3A: After controlling for both depression and ODD symptoms, 
irritability is not expected to be associated with higher attentional disengagement indices 





 Participants were undergraduates, aged 18-25, recruited from a diverse, urban university. 
Participants were recruited from direct advertisements on the psychology department subject 
pool website. All participants received course credits as compensation for completing the study. 
Those who did not complete the study did not receive compensation. Inclusion criteria were: (a) 
participants had to be between the ages of 18-25 years old; (b) individuals had to be able to 
manipulate the keyboard/mouse on their own due to reaction time measurements, and (c) 
individuals had to have normal range vision (corrected or uncorrected) to see the visual stimuli 
of interest. Therefore, individuals who were under the age of 18, over the age of 25, unable to 
respond to the task using their hands/fingers, or unable to see the stimuli were excluded. We 
conducted a brief simulation study to estimate power using the software package, R (R Core 
Team, 2013). For the simulation study we varied the effect sizes from  = .05 to  = .10 to 
represent the small and medium effects found in the literature (e.g. Guyer et al., 2007; Hommer 
et al., 2014; Salum et al., 2017). The alpha level used was .05. The power analyses revealed 
statistical power to be .80 for sample sizes of at least 220 participants for small sized effects. 
Historically, approximately 10%-15% of SONA related data is not useable for various reasons 
(e.g., computer crash, lack of effort, straight-line responding). Therefore, a target total sample of 
participants to be recruited was set for approximately 253 participants with complete, useable 
data. In total, a sample of 257 participants was collected. Demographic information for the 
sample is presented in Table 2 
Measures 
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Adult Self-Report of ODD Symptoms (ASROS-5; Johnston, Derella, & Burke, 
2018). The ASROS-5 is an eight item measure of ODD symptoms in adults. The ASROS-5 asks 
participants to indicate the frequency with which they experience each symptom of oppositional 
defiant disorder using a four point Likert-type scale (never, sometimes, often, very often). 
Brief Irritability Test (BITe; Holtzman, O’Conner, Barata, & Stewart, 2015). The 
BITe is a five item measure of irritability symptoms. The BITe asks participants to indicate the 
frequency with which they experience symptoms of irritability using a five point Likert scale 
(never, rarely, sometimes, often, very often, always).  
General Behavior Inventory (GBI; Depue & Klein, 1988). The GBI is a 73 item 
measure of depressive and hypomanic/manic symptoms in adults. The GBI asks participants to 
indicate the frequency with which they experience a particular phenomenon related to affective 
disorders using a four point Likert scale (never or hardly ever, sometimes, often, very often or 
almost constantly).  
Irritability Questionnaire (Craig, Hietanen, Markova, & Berrios, 2006). The 
Irritability Questionnaire is a 21-item measure of irritability experienced within the previous 
two-weeks. The Irritability Questionnaire asks participants to indicate the frequency and 
intensity with which they experience symptoms of irritability using two four-point Likert scales 
(never, occasionally, quite often, most of the time; not at all, a little, moderately, intensely).   
Quick Inventory of Depression Symptomatology (QIDS-SR; Rush et al. 2003; 
Trivedi et al. 2004). The QIDS-SR is a 16-item self-report measure of the nine criterion 
symptom domains that define a major depressive episode. The QIDS-SR asks participants to 
describe the severity with which they experience each of the symptom domains using 4-point 
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Likert scale (e.g. I do not feel sad, I feel sad less than half the time, I feel sad more than half the 
time, I feel sad nearly all of the time). 
Behavioral Paradigms 
Emotional Dot Probe Task (EDPT; Hommer et al., 2014). The emotional dot-probe 
task is a spatially oriented motivated attention task that is administered via computer to capture 
attentional bias toward emotional cues. The pictures used in the task were carefully selected to 
tap 4 emotional expressions, including angry, happy, neutral, and sad.  Photographs are displayed 
in pairs consisting of a neutral face and either a happy, sad, neutral, or an angry face (120 picture 
pairs in total). The dot probe task consists of one block of practice stimuli (20 picture pairs) 
followed by two test blocks of picture pairs, each containing 60 picture pairs. Each picture pair 
presentation consists of three sequential and non-overlapping components: (1) a 500 millisecond 
fixation cross appearing in the center of the screen, (2) simultaneous presentation of two picture 
stimuli that are centered and located to the right and left of the fixation cross for 500ms, and (3) 
immediately after an asterisk (i.e., dot probe) appears in either the right or left picture location 
for 1,100 ms. The participant responds by indicating where the asterisk appears as quickly as 
possible by pushing a key on the keyboard (e.g. left or right arrow). 
Free Viewing Task (FVT; Dodd et al., 2015). The free viewing task is a spatially 
oriented attention task that is administered via computer to capture attentional bias toward 
emotional cues. The pictures used in the task were carefully selected to tap 4 emotional 
expressions, including angry, happy, neutral, and sad. Photographs are displayed in pairs 
consisting of a neutral face and either a happy, sad, or an angry face (96 picture pairs in total). 
The free viewing task consists of two blocks of 48 trials each. Each trial begins with a fixation 
screen displaying a fixation cross. Once participants have fixated on the cross for 150 ms the 
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experimental screen is displayed. Each experimental screen includes two images depicting an 
actor displaying either an emotional or neutral face. A pair of images is displayed one time per 
block, with image position counterbalanced between blocks. Trials were randomized within 
blocks. Each experimental screen is displayed for 3000 ms. A blank screen follows each trial for 
1.5 s. 
Visual Search Task (VST; Miltner, Krieschel, Hecht, Trippe, & Weiss, 2004). The 
visual search task is a spatially oriented attention task that is administered via computer to 
capture attentional bias toward emotional cues. Each trial consists of 16 facial images in a 4x4 
matrix. Depending on the specific block, the matrix contains either (a) 15 neutral faces and one 
emotion face or (b) 14 neutral faces and two emotion faces. The emotion faces are pseudo-
randomly assigned so that one block consists of 16 trials with the target emotion face rotating 
through all 16 location positions. Block one consists of 16 trials during which the participant 
finds the Happy emotion face in a matrix containing 15 neutral faces. Blocks two and three 
replace Happy with Sad and Angry, respectively. Block four consists of the participant finding 
the Happy emotion face in a matrix containing 14 neutral faces and an angry distractor emotion 
face. Block five consists of the participant finding Happy emotion face in a matrix containing 14 
neutral faces and a sad distractor emotion face. Blocks 6 and 7, participants find the Sad emotion 
face with Angry and Happy serving as distractor emotion faces. Blocks 8 and 9, participants find 
the Angry emotion face with Happy and Sad serving as distractor emotion faces. Each trial 
begins with the presentation of a fixation cross in the middle of the screen for a period of 
approximately 500 ms. The fixation cross is followed by the presentation of an individual display 
matrix presented for 3s during which the participants locate the target face. Overall, 144 trials are 
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shown in sequential order making up 9 sets of 16 trials each. The interval between sets is 1500 
ms. 
Asynchrony Stimulus Onset Task (ASOT; West, Anderson, & Pratt, 2009; West, 
Anderson, Bedwell, & Pratt, 2010). The asynchrony stimulus onset task is a spatially oriented 
attention task that is administered via computer to capture attentional bias toward emotional 
cues. Participants indicate which picture stimulus (i.e. the picture on the left or the right) was 
displayed first. The pictures used in the task were carefully selected to tap 4 emotional 
expressions, including angry, happy, neutral, and sad. Photographs are displayed in pairs 
consisting of a neutral face and either a happy, sad, or an angry face (120 picture pairs in total).  
Each trial begins with an initial display consisting of a black fixation cross with two placeholder 
boxes to the right and left of the fixation cross. Participants are instructed to fixate on the cross 
while allocating attention equally across the display. After 1000 ms, an onset of either a neutral 
or emotional face occurs in one of the placeholder boxes. After a variable interval (e.g., 16.66, 
33.33, 66.66, and 116.66 ms), the onset of the remaining expression appears in the opposite box. 
Both emotional and neutral faces remain on screen for an additional 62 ms before they are 
masked in synchrony until the participant’s response. Participants are instructed to determine 
which of the two faces appeared first. Participants are encouraged to be accurate in their response 
while still responding quickly. After a response is made, a blank background is displayed for 
1000 ms before the next trial begins. Each participant completes 20 practice trials with longer 
intervals in between stimulus onsets before completing 120 experimental trials across two test 
blocks. Trial order is randomized across both first onset stimulus and the interval between 
stimuli onsets. Both the emotional and neutral faces are equally likely to be displayed in the left 
or right boxes. 
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Attentional Engagement-Disengagement Task (AEDT; Sanchez, Romero, & De 
Raedt, 2017). The attentional engagement-disengagement task is a spatially oriented attention 
task that is administered via computer to capture engagement-disengagement biases toward 
emotional cues. The pictures used in the task were carefully selected to tap 4 emotional 
expressions, including angry, happy, neutral, and sad. Photographs are displayed in pairs 
consisting of a neutral face and either a happy, sad, or an angry face (70 picture pairs in total). 
Each trial starts with the presentation of a black screen for 500ms, followed by the display of a 
white fixation cross in the middle of the screen. Immediately after detection of the participant’s 
visual fixation of at least 200ms in the cross area, a pair of faces (either happy-neutral, sad-
neutral, or angry-neutral) is presented for 3000ms. The engagement-disengagement procedure 
follows the 3000ms free-viewing period: 1) One third of the trials in each emotion condition 
assesses attentional engagement with emotional expressions. After the 3000ms free-viewing 
period, stimulus presentation does not continue until participants fixate on the neutral face for 
100ms. Immediately after this fixation is detected, a frame consisting of a square or circle 
appears surrounding the opposite face (i.e. the emotional face). Participants are instructed to 
detect the frame as quickly as possible and press one of two response keys on the keyboard to 
indicate the type of frame (i.e. square or circle). 2) Another third of the trials assesses 
disengagement from emotional expressions in each emotion condition. The procedure is similar 
but, in this case, involves that after the 3000ms of free-viewing, stimulus presentation does not 
continue until participants fixate on the emotional face for 100ms and then the frame appears 
surrounding the opposite neutral face. 3) A last third of the trials include regular free-viewing 
condition for each emotion condition, in which after the 3000ms free-viewing period, a new 
fixation cross appears indicating the start of a new trial. Engagement, disengagement and regular 
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free-viewing trials for each emotional condition (i.e., happy-neutral, disgusted-neutral, sad-
neutral) are randomly presented for each participant. Both types of frames in the engagement-
disengagement trials are equally likely to appear in the left and right positions in all conditions.  
Procedure  
All study procedures were approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
and all students provided information consent prior to completing any of the study procedures. 
Students were able to sign up for the study via SONA. After consenting to participate, students 
were brought to a research lab to complete all study procedures. All aforementioned 
questionnaires and behavioral paradigms were completed on a laboratory computer. Following 
completion of all study procedures, participants were compensated via research credits. The 
study ended with each participant receiving debriefing information, including researcher, IRB, 
and counseling center contact information. Assistance was provided to the participant by a 
trained research assistant or graduate student as necessary. The specific ordering of 
questionnaires and tasks were randomly assigned for each individual participant. The general 
study flow for a participant followed the following format: Informed consent, Questionnaire, 
Behavioral Task, Questionnaire, Behavioral Task, MINI, Questionnaire, Behavioral Task, 
Questionnaire, Behavioral Task, FMSS, Questionnaire, Behavioral Task, Questionnaire. An 
example study flow for an individual participant is: Informed consent, PID-5, Emotional Dot 
Probe Task, ASROS-5, Attentional Engagementt-Disengagement Task, GBI, Visual Search 
Task, MINI, IQ, Asynchrony Task, GBI, QIDS-SR/BITe, Free Viewing Task, IPM. These 
procedures took approximately 3 hours to complete, without breaks. All study procedures were 
administered by trained graduate-level or undergraduate-level lab assistants.  
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All behavioral paradigms were created using OpenSesame computer software. Facial 
stimuli were presented in behavioral paradigms through OpenSesame. Participants’ eye 
movements were tracked by a Gazepoint GP3 tri-pod mounted eye-tracking device. Gaze 
calibration was conducted through Gazepoint G3P software. Eyetracking procedure began with 
calibration of the eyetracker at the start of each behavioral paradigm. Calibration was done up to 
three times in an attempt to achieve perfect calibration (i.e., calibration achieved on each gaze 
point on the computer monitor). Monitor screens were 22 inches with refresh rates of 60hz. This 
meant that screens refreshed at 16.33ms, which was taken into account for all behavioral 
paradigm timings.  All eyetracking data was processed for analysis using the eyetrackingR 
package in RStudio (Dink & Ferguson, 2018).  
Data Analytic Plan 
General Data Screening. Primary analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2013). 
Data was screened at both the univariate and multivariate levels. At the univariate level, 
descriptive statistics and histograms were used to identify out-of-range values, plausible means 
and standard deviations, distributions, and any potential univariate outliers. Data that are out-of-
range were excluded as they are likely due technical errors. Cases with univariate outliers were 
flagged, but initially included in all analyses. At the multivariate level, data was screened within 
the context of the analyses for multivariate outliers (e.g., Cook’s distance, DFBeta) and 
multicollinearity (e.g., VIF, condition number). All data met assumptions for parametric 
analyses. See Table 1 for descriptive statistics.  
Dependent Variables. The primary outcome variable varied by behavioral task. For each 
emotion (i.e., angry, happy, sad), the following scores were calculated: 
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For the emotional dot-probe task, the primary dependent variable was the attentional 
facilitation index. The attentional facilitation index was calculated using the following formula:  
facilitation = ½  X [(neutral left/probe left – emotion left/probe left) + (neutral right/probe right – 
emotion right/probe right)] (MacLeod & Mathews, 1988). This index is calculated by subtracting 
the participant’s average response time to probes replacing emotion faces from their average 
response time to probe replacing neutral faces in the neutral-neutral picture pairings (MacLeod & 
Mathews, 1988). Positive values indicated an attentional bias towards emotional faces while 
negative values indicated attentional bias away from emotional faces (MacLeod, Matthews, & 
Tata, 1986).  
The primary dependent variable for the asynchrony task will be the participant’s 
perceived stimulus simultaneity (PSS). On the asynchrony task, pairs of pictures are presented 
with intervals of 0, 16.66, 33.33, 66.66, and 116.66 ms between onset of the first and second 
picture. Participants reported which target picture had first onset at the different stimulus onset 
asynchrony intervals, which produced a temporal order judgement (TOJ) response function. The 
participant’s PSS was then calculated indicating the interval needed for the participant to have 
perceived both target pictures as appearing simultaneously (see Figure 2 for a visual of a 
participant’s PSS). This was derived by determining the intercept at the 50% point on the 
regression line of each participant’s TOJ function (Frey, 1990; Shore, Spence, & Klein, 2001). 
PSS scores that were significantly different from zero indicated attentional capture towards 
emotion faces (West, Anderson, & Pratt, 2009).  
The primary dependent variable for the free viewing task was maintained attention. 
Maintained attention was quantified as the average dwell time to emotional and neutral faces. 
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This was calculated by summing total dwell time to each image type across the experiment and 
dividing this by the total number of trials (Dodd et al., 2015).  
The primary dependent variable for the visual search task was the participant’s reaction 
time to finding the target stimulus. For the visual search task, average reaction times for locating 
emotional faces (e.g., angry face) among an array of neutral faces and sometimes a distractor 
stimulus (e.g., happy face) was calculated (Miltner, Silke, Krieschel, Hecht, Trippe, & Weiss, 
2004).  
The primary dependent variables for the attentional engagement-disengagement task 
were engagement and disengagement indices (Sanchez, Romero, & De Raedt, 2017). Indices 
were derived by computing the latencies from the time that the frame appeared around one face 
to the time that the participant made a visual fixation of at least 100ms on the framed face. The 
attentional engagement index referred to the latency of that first shift in gaze from the neutral 
face to the emotional face surrounded by the frame in the engagement condition. The attentional 
disengagement index referred to the latency of the first shift in gaze from the emotional face to 
the neutral face surrounded by the frame in the disengagement condition (Sanchez, Romero, & 
De Raedt, 2017). 
Independent Variables. Independent variables were composites of irritability, 
depression, and oppositional behavior. As irritability and depression were measured on multiple 
scales with large differences in potential maximum scores, means, and standard deviations, each 
participant’s score was standardized using z-scores on each scale. The z-scores were summed to 
create a proxy factor score (Dawes, 1979; DiStefano, Zhu, & Mindrila, 2009). The z-scores for 
an individual’s Irritability Questionnaire Total score, BITe sum score, and GBI-Irritability sum 
score were added together to create a single irritability score for analysis. The z-scores for an 
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individual’s GBI Depression sum score and QIDS sum score were summed together to create a 
depression score for analysis. The z-scores for an individual’s ASROS oppositional behavioral 
score were used for analysis. As there are differences in the prevalence of both major depressive 
disorder and disruptive behavior disorders such as ODD between genders (APA, 2013), all 
regression models controlled for gender.  
General Data Analytic Plan. Main effects for emotion were first calculated for each 
behavioral paradigm. Results for these can be found in Table 5 through Table 11. Main effects 
for emotion were only found for reaction time on the EDPT and PSS scores on the ASOT. 
Because of this, reaction times from the VST, dwell times from the EDPT and FVT, and 
facilitation scores from the EDT are not reliable and it is not possible to draw meaningful 
conclusions from these tasks at this time. The data from these tasks will be removed from the 
results and discussion section within this document because of this. The primary analyses for the 
ASOT and EDPT consisted of a series of hierarchical multiple regressions. Dependent and 
independent variables as described above were used. Analyses were repeated across emotion and 
task. First, the dependent variable was predicted by the control variables (e.g., gender) and 
depression and oppositional behavior. Second, irritability was added to the model. Consistent 
with best practices, models were initially fit consisting the IVs, their quadratic effects, and an 
interaction term (Laird & De Los Reyes, 2013). If the quadratic and or interaction terms 
provided no meaningful effect, they were be dropped and the model was re-estimated. The 
squared semi-partial correlation of irritability (i.e., ΔR2) between the third and second models 
tested whether irritability uniquely predicted the dependent variable. The direction and 
magnitude of the effect was interpreted. For instances where the null hypotheses were predicted, 
Bayes factors were calculated using the r-package BayesFactor (Morey & Rouder., 2018) in 
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addition to the traditional model comparison approach described. Priors were set using a Cauchy 
distribution centered around small to medium sized effects, aligning with the earlier mentioned 
power analysis that was conducted to account for small to medium sized effects found in the 
literature. Bayes factors are a method for quantifying the relative evidence for both the 
alternative and null hypotheses (Wetzels et al., 2011; Quintana & Williams, 2018). Bayes factors 
can be interpreted similar to odds ratios. Similar to an odds ratio, Bayes factors range between 0 
and positive infinity. Lee and Wagenmaker (2014) suggested the following interpretations: (a) a 
Bayes factor of one indicates the evidence does not favor either the null or the alternative 
hypothesis; (b) as the Bayes factor approaches zero, the evidence more strongly supports the null 
hypothesis; and (c) as the Bayes factor increases, the evidence more strongly favors the 
alternative hypothesis. For hypotheses that predicted the null hypothesis, the Bayes Factor were 






Aim 1: Evaluate the presence of attentional biases towards threatening stimuli seen in 
individuals with irritability, controlling for the presence of depression and oppositionality. 
 First, a series of between subjects ANOVA analyses were conducted to compare the 
effect of emotion on participant reaction times and dwell times on the various study tasks. See 
tables 5 through 11 for the post-hoc analyses related to these analyses. On the asynchronous 
stimulus onset task (ASOT), there was a significant effect of emotion on PSS scores at the <.001 
level, [F = 79.21, p = <.001]. There was also a significant effect of emotion on engagement 
facilitation scores on the emotional dot probe task (EDPT), [F = 529.86, p <.001]. On all other 
behavioral paradigms used within the study, there were no main effects found for emotion 
(ps>.05). Therefore, the remainder of the results section will exclude dwell times on the EDPT 
and Free View Task (FVT), reaction times for the visual search task (VST), and engagement and 
disengagement facilitation scores on the engagement-disengagement task (EDT).  
A series of hierarchical analyses were fit to the data. Hierarchical regressions examined 
whether irritability was associated with the attentional facilitation index on the EDPT and PSS 
scores on the ASOT. The first model controlled for gender, depressive symptoms and 
oppositional symptoms. The second model added irritability symptoms. The third model added 
the interactions among depressive, oppositional, and irritability symptoms. 
Orientation Biases. Irritability was not predicted to be associated with attentional 
capture towards hostile stimuli, which would be indicated by negative PSS values for hostile 
stimuli. Table 12 presents the results of the hierarchical regressions for attentional capture as 
measured by PSS scores on the ASOT. After controlling for gender, depression, and oppositional 
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behaviors, irritability was not significantly associated with attentional capture towards hostile 
stimuli used on the ASOT, β = -.01, p = .05.  The lack of a relationship held true even after 
controlling for the interaction between depression, oppositionality, and irritability, β = -.01, p = 
.05. The Bayes Factor of 1.29 provided anecdotal evidence that irritability does significantly 
predict attentional capture towards hostile stimuli on the ASOT, but combined with the 
frequentist values that are just approaching significance, this evidence is overall very weak.  
 Engagement Biases. Irritability was predicted to be associated with increases in 
attentional facilitation towards hostile stimuli on the EDPT. Table 13 presents the results of the 
hierarchical regressions for attentional facilitation measured by reaction time on the EDPT. After 
controlling for gender, depression, and oppositional behavior, irritability was not significantly 
associated with attentional facilitation indices towards hostile stimuli, β = .07, p = .59, and there 
was anecdotal evidence for the null hypothesis (BF = .60). In contrast with the hypotheses, 
irritability was not associated with increased engagement with hostile stimuli on the EDPT.   
Aim 2: Evaluate the presence of attentional biases towards sad stimuli seen in individuals 
with irritability, controlling for the presence of depression and oppositionality. 
Orientation Biases. Irritability was not predicted to be associated with attentional 
capture towards sad stimuli, as indicated by negative PSS values for sad stimuli on the ASOT. 
Table 12 presents the results of the hierarchical regressions for attentional capture as measured 
by PSS scores on the ATSOT. After controlling for gender, depression, oppositional behaviors, 
and the interaction between depression, oppositionality, and irritability, irritability was not 
significantly associated with attentional capture towards sad stimuli used on the ASOT, β = <-
.001, p = .53. Moreover, there was anecdotal evidence for the null model (BF = .89), suggesting 
that there is not a significant relationship between irritability and orientation towards sad stimuli. 
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Engagement Biases. Irritability was not expected to be associated with increases in 
attentional facilitation towards sad stimuli on the EDPT. Table 13 presents the results of the 
hierarchical regressions for attentional facilitation measured by reaction time on the EDPT. After 
controlling for gender, depression, and oppositional behavior, irritability was not significantly 
associated with attentional facilitation indices towards sad stimuli, β = .06, p = .84, and there 
was anecdotal evidence for the null model (BF = .62). In line with my hypotheses, irritability 





SIP offers a model for understanding how individuals make sense of social information in 
their environments. This framework encompasses both the cognitive tasks of perception and 
problem solving and the emotional tasks of integrating this information with one’s goals, 
motivational state, and arousal regulation (Dodge, 1993). The first step of this theory, encoding, 
may be particularly important as it is thought that the information that is processed during this 
step is likely to have effects on later emotional and behavioral responses and can even result in 
certain psychopathologies. For this reason, applying SIP theory to the construct of irritability 
may offer insight into current efforts to better understand severe and chronic irritability. 
Controversy around how best to conceptualize irritability persists, as severe and chronic 
irritability happens to be pervasive throughout most psychiatric disorders (APA, 2013), has 
longitudinal associations with depression and anxiety (Stringaris & Goodman, 2009), and has 
significant cross-sectional overlap with ODD (Freeman et al., 2016; Mayes et al., 2016). The aim 
of this study was to use an SIP model to evaluate possible attentional biases towards threatening 
and sad stimuli seen in individuals with irritability after controlling for the presence of 
depression and oppositionality. Results of this study suggest that irritability is not associated with 
any unique encoding biases on its own but did show a trend towards significance for orientation 
bias towards hostile stimuli.  
It was hypothesized that irritability would be associated with engagement and 
disengagement biases, but not orientation biases, towards hostile stimuli. The results of this study 
suggested that irritability was not associated with increased engagement towards hostile stimuli, 
as measured by reaction times towards hostile facial stimuli. Unfortunately, disengagement 
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biases towards hostile facial stimuli were unable to be examined in this study due to a lack of 
main effects found for emotion in the one behavioral paradigm selected to measure for 
disengagement bias. Because of this comments on disengagement biases within the study sample 
are impossible to make. A weak trend towards significance for orientation bias towards hostile 
stimuli was observed. Although this trend did not meet the threshold for statistical significance, a 
possible orientation bias would be consistent with the limited literature on attention bias within 
individuals high in irritability that has shown that irritability is associated with attention bias 
(Hommer et al., 2014; Salum et al., 2017). It would also fit with a current working definition of 
irritability that is widely accepted in the literature, which is that irritability is an approach-
oriented, negative affective state that occurs as a response to thwarted goal-achievement in which 
an individual’s subsequently heightened physiological arousal increases the propensity for states 
of frustration, anger, and aggression (Amsel, 1992; Amsel & Ward, 1954; Avenevoli, Blader, & 
Leibenluft, 2015; Toohey & DiGiuseppe, 2017). As an affective state that is both approach-
oriented and related to heightened physical arousal, it would stand to reason that individuals 
experiencing heightened and chronic irritability might develop hyper vigilance towards potential 
threats. Replicating these finding within a clinical population will be important for future work to 
ascertain whether this weak trend towards a possible orientation bias would become more 
significant within a population meeting criteria for a DMDD diagnosis. 
It was also hypothesized that irritability would not be associated with engagement, 
disengagement, or orientation biases towards sad facial stimuli. The hypotheses regarding 
engagement and orientation biases were confirmed through the results of our study, which 
indicated that those higher in irritability did not display faster reaction times, or quicker 
orientation towards sad facial stimuli. Again, due to a lack of main effects found for emotion 
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within several behavioral paradigms, comments on disengagement bias or dwell time towards 
sad stimuli are unable to be made at this time. However, the results that were obtained do align 
with the current literature, which has not found any association between irritability and attention 
bias towards sad stimuli. This would suggest that irritability, though longitudinally associated 
with depression, functions differently from depression as suggested by the lack of similar 
underlying cognitive mechanisms (i.e., attention bias towards sad stimuli).   
 With regards to implications for the debate on chronic and severe irritability, the current 
study indicates that there may not be unique cognitive mechanisms (i.e., encoding biases) 
underlying irritability, although there was a small trend towards significance of a possible 
orientation bias. Even if this finding was significant, this would be distinct from the attention 
biases seen within those constructs with the most overlap with irritability (i.e., MDD and ODD). 
A possible attention bias towards hostile facial stimuli would have some similarities to the 
encoding biases seen in individuals high in aggression and/or who have been assigned a 
disruptive behavior disorder diagnosis in that biases are shown towards hostile stimuli in both 
groups (Eckman & Cohen, 1997; Schippell et al., 2002; Smith & Waterman, 2003 Smith & 
Waterman, 2004b; van Honk et al., 2001a; 2001b). However, orientation bias is not seen in 
individuals high in aggression or who have been assigned a disruptive behavior disorder 
diagnosis. Moreover, orientation bias and bias towards hostile facial stimuli is distinct entirely 
from those types of biases observed in the depression or MDD literature (Armstrong & Olatunji, 
2012; Caseras et al., 2007; Duque & Vasquez, 2015; Lu et al., 2017; Sanchez et al., 2013; 
Sanchez et al., 2017). In either case—whether there is a weak trend towards significance for 
attention bias towards hostile stimuli or no unique cognitive underpinnings to irritability—what 
this suggests then is that the decisions to separate irritability into an independent diagnosis and to 
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place DMDD into the depressive disorders section of the DMS-5 both continue to be 
questionable.  
In alignment with these results, there is significant evidence in the literature to question 
the clinical utility of a stand-alone irritability diagnosis like DMDD. Cross-sectional research has 
found that it is incredibly difficult to parse apart irritability from oppositionality (Freeman et al., 
2016; Mayes et al., 2016). More and more recent work has also added to this debate showing that 
irritability is not only associated with internalizing symptoms longitudinally (e.g., depression and 
anxiety) but also more externalizing symptoms (e.g., oppositionality and aggression) (Evans, 
Blossom, & Fite, 2020). This is important to note, as the decision to place DMDD into the 
depressive disorders section of the DMS-5 was made in part due to longitudinal associations 
between irritability and later depression. Evans, Blossom, and Fite (2020) found that longitudinal 
associations between irritability and later internalizing or externalizing disorders was mediated 
by symptoms irritability is most comorbid with, such as depression, emotional dysregulation and 
anxiety. This suggests that what irritability is predictive of longitudinally is largely dependent on 
what irritability is comorbid with cross-sectionally. It is important to remember that irritability is 
largely pervasive across most DSM-5 disorders (APA, 2013) and, again, cross-sectional research 
has found it very difficult to parse apart irritability from other disorders cross-sectionally—
specifically ODD (Freeman et al., 2016; Mayes et al., 2016). Ultimately, these findings coupled 
with published treatment trials that indicate that chronic and severe irritability may respond to 
treatments traditionally associated with externalizing psychopathology, continue to call into 
question the utility of a stand-alone irritability diagnosis. If it is difficult to parse irritability apart 
from other symptoms cross-sectionally, and longitudinal associations with later symptoms are 
dependent on cross-sectional comorbidities, and it is more and more accepted that irritability is 
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responsive towards treatments shown to be efficacious for disruptive behavior disorders, is it 
difficult to support the clinical decision to create a new diagnosis solely characterized by 
irritability. 
One limitation of the current study is that the sample used consisted of a non-clinical 
population. The controversy surrounding severe and chronic irritability largely revolves around 
the clinical diagnosis of DMDD and whether it is best conceptualized as a symptom of existing 
disruptive behavior disorders, such as ODD, or as a separate affective disorder such as MDD. 
There is reason to believe that severe and persisting irritability is phenomenologically different 
from more normative irritability. While irritability is normative and experienced by most 
individuals, it is also known that only 1-5% of individuals will go on to experience persistent and 
severe irritability (Brotman et al., 2017). Moreover, the limited literature on attention bias in 
irritability has been conducted on youth who meet criteria for severe mood dysregulation or 
DMDD. These studies found significant associations between chronic and severe irritability and 
attention bias towards hostile stimuli (Hommer et al., 2014; Salum et al., 2017). This gives 
reason to suspect that, should the current study have used a clinical population, more significant 
results may have been found.  
A second limitation to the current study was the lack of main effects found for multiple 
behavioral paradigms used to capture attention bias in participants. Two of the four tasks that did 
not result in main effects for emotion were the two paradigms that were the most time intensive 
to complete. Task demands for these two paradigms were significantly higher than the other 
paradigms used in the study and therefore it is possible that participants did not demonstrate 
consistent effort across the tasks. This could offer one potential reason as to why no main effects 
were found. As for the dwell time measures that made up the remainder of tasks that did not 
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result in significant main effects, it is possible that participants were not shifting their gazes from 
the fixation dot location, even after the trials had started. This would result in non-significant 
results across emotions. Ultimately, the lack of a main effect calls into question whether the tasks 
performed as expected in the current study and prevents meaningful conclusions from being 
drawn from the data from these tasks. It will be important to recreate study paradigms in future 
research with measures in place to ensure consistent effort across tasks so as to be able to make 
strong inferences from the data regarding attention bias.  
Other future directions for this line of research should include further examination of 
attention bias using eyetracking methodology in clinical populations. As stated above, much of 
the literature contributing to the controversy surrounding DMDD was conducted on clinical 
populations. In order to add more definitive information on possible underlying cognitive 
mechanisms to severe and chronic irritability, it will be important to recreate this study using 
youth who meet criteria for DMDD, MDD, or ODD. Additionally, future directions for this study 
should include investigation of potential differences in race or ethnicity. Neither racial nor ethnic 
differences have been extensively studied in the current irritability literature. There are observed 
differences in diagnosis rates between racial and/or ethnic groups, often due to racial biases in 
treatment providers. For example, African Americans are more likely to be misdiagnosed with 
schizophrenia when symptoms are more consistent with bipolar disorder (Akinhanmi et al., 
2018). It will be important to inform the debate on chronic and severe irritability by exploring 
the presence, or absence, of racial differences so as to protect against similar biases impacting 






















Descriptive Statistics for Study Questionnaires 
Measure  mean (SD) Alpha Skew 
GBI Depression 
Scale 
33.33(22.33) .96 .58 








1.85(1.47) .60 .72 
QIDS Total Score 8.73(4.62) .72 .47 





Validity Ratings for Facial Sets Used in Behavioral Tasks 
Set Picture Emotion Race Gender Rating (proportion correct) 
NIMSTIM 14FAA Sad African American Female .74 
 42MAA Sad African American Male .64 
 43MAA Angry African American Male .77 
RADIATE AF01 Angry Asian Female .88 
 AF03 Angry Asian Female .88 
 AF02 Happy Asian Female 1.00 
 AF11 Happy Asian Female .95 
 AF10 Neutral Asian Female .97 
 AF12 Neutral Asian Female .97 
 AF09 Sad Asian Female .95 
 AF07 Sad Asian Female .96 
 AM03 Angry Asian Male .85 
 AM07 Angry Asian Male .82 
 AM04 Happy Asian Male .96 
 AM06 Happy Asian Male .96 
 AM02 Neutral Asian Male .99 
 AM09 Neutral Asian Male 1.00 
 AM01 Sad Asian Male .94 
 AM08 Sad Asian Male .89 
 BF05 Angry African American Female .94 
 BF18 Angry African American Female .93 
 BF01 Happy African American Female .96 
 BF03 Happy African American Female .97 
 BF06 Neutral African American Female 1.00 
 BF12 Neutral African American Female 1.00 
 BF15 Sad African American Female .99 
 BF22 Sad African American Female .98 
 BM07 Angry African American Male .86 
 BM16 Angry African American Male .89 
 BM12 Happy African American Male 1.00 
 BM18 Happy African American Male 1.00 
 BM01 Neutral African American Male .98 
 BM04 Neutral African American Male .99 
 BM03 Sad African American Male .87 
 BM05 Sad African American Male .84 
 HF01 Angry Hispanic/Latino Female .86 
 HF09 Angry Hispanic/Latino Female .85 
 HF05 Happy Hispanic/Latino Female .96 
 HF10 Happy Hispanic/Latino Female .95 
 HF02 Neutral Hispanic/Latino Female .93 
 HF07 Neutral Hispanic/Latino Female .96 
 HF03 Sad Hispanic/Latino Female .97 
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Set Picture Emotion Race Gender Rating (proportion correct) 
 HF04 Sad Hispanic/Latino Female .95 
 HM05 Angry Hispanic/Latino Male .98 
 HM09 Angry Hispanic/Latino Male .92 
 HM04 Happy Hispanic/Latino Male .94 
 HM06 Happy Hispanic/Latino Male .98 
 HM01 Neutral Hispanic/Latino Male .94 
 HM02 Neutral Hispanic/Latino Male .95 
 HM07 Sad Hispanic/Latino Male .95 
 HM08 Sad Hispanic/Latino Male .86 
 WF01 Angry Caucasian Female .94 
 WF04 Angry Caucasian Female .90 
 WF09 Happy Caucasian Female .98 
 WF05 Happy Caucasian Female .96 
 WF08 Neutral Caucasian Female .99 
 WF11 Neutral Caucasian Female .97 
 WF06 Sad Caucasian Female .90 
 WF14 Sad Caucasian Female .88 
 WM13 Angry Caucasian Male .91 
 WM01 Angry Caucasian Male .86 
 WM07 Happy Caucasian Male .97 
 WM11 Happy Caucasian Male .99 
 WM03 Neutral Caucasian Male .99 
 WM12 Neutral Caucasian Male .99 
 WM02 Sad Caucasian Male .99 






Demographic Characteristics of Total Sample  
Variable     
Gender (%)        
Male       25 
Female      75 
Ethnicity (%) 
African American     12 
White       34 
AAPI       21     
 Multi-Racial      18 
Other       15  
Age in years, mean (SD)     19.67 (2.36) 
Symptoms, mean (SD)      
 Depression      -.01(.98) 
 Oppositionality -.02(.99) 
 Irritability      .01(3.4) 





Correlation Table for Demographic and Independent Variables 
Variable M SD 1. Pid 2. Dep. 3. Irr. 4. Opp. 
1. Pid 131.05 74.59         
2. Dep. -0.01 0.98 .03 [-.10, .16]       
3. Irr. 0.01 3.40 .11 [-.02, .24] .77** [.71, .81]     
4. Opp. -0.02 0.99 .01 [-.12, .14] .38**[.26, .49] .44**[.32, .54]   
5. Age 19.67 2.36 -.05 [-.18, .08] -.14* [-.27, -.01] -.13*[-.26, -.00] -.06[-.19, .07] 
Note. Pid is participant ID. Dep. is depression symptoms. Opp. is oppositionality symptoms. Irr. 




Main Effects for Reaction Time by Emotion on Asynchrony Stimulus Onset Task 
Pairwise comparisons 







Angry (.06, .00) Happy (.08, .00) -.02 [.02, -.01] <.001*** 
Angry (.06, .00) Sad (.08, .00) -.02 [-.02, -.01] <.001*** 
Happy (.08, .00) Sad (.08, .00) .00 [-.00, .01] 1 







Main Effects for Dwell Time by Emotion on Emotional Dot Probe Task 
Pairwise comparisons  






Angry (.25, .01) Happy (.26, .01) -.01 [-.06, .03] 1 
Angry (.25, .01) Sad (.27, .01) -.01 [-.06, .03] 1 
Happy (.26, .01) Sad (.27, .01) -.00 [-.05, .04] 1 







Main Effects for Reaction Time by Emotion on Emotional Dot Probe Task 
Pairwise comparisons  







Angry (32.02, .59) Happy (7.02, .59) 25.00 [23.00, 27.01] <.001*** 
Angry (32.01, .59) Sad (10.18, .59) 21.84 [19.83, 23.84] <.001*** 
Happy (7.02, .59) Sad (10.18, .59) -3.17 [-5.17, -1.16] <.001*** 







Main Effects for Engagement Facilitation Scores by Emotion on Engagement-Disengagement 
Task 
Pairwise comparisons  




















8.75 [-86.72, 104.22] 1 





Main Effects for Disengagement Facilitation Scores by Emotion on Engagement-
Disengagement Task 
Pairwise comparisons  




















69.53 [-25.94, 165.01] .49 








Main Effects for Dwell Time by Emotion on Free View Task 
Pairwise comparisons  






Angry (.48, .02) Happy (.48, .02) .00 [-.05, .06] 1 
Angry (.48, .02) Sad (.48, .02) .00 [-.05, .06] 1 
Happy (.48, .02) Sad (.48, .02) -.00 [-.06, .05] 1 









Main Effects for Reaction Time by Emotion on Visual Search Task 
Pairwise comparisons 





















66.08 [-1100.50, 1232.66] 1 




Table 12     
Hierarchical Regression Models for PSS Scores on the Asynchrony Task 
  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Dependent 
Variable 
Predictor b [95% CI] ΔR2 
 
b [95% CI] ΔR2 
.18* 
b [95% CI] ΔR2 
.14 
PSS Score for 
Angry Stimuli 
Gender <.001 [-.01, .02]  <.001 [-.01, .02]  <.001 [-.01, .02]  
 Dep. <-.001 [-.01, .01]  .01 [-.00, .03]  .02 [.00, .03]  
 Opp. <-.001 [-.01, .01]  <.001 [-.01, .01]  <-.001 [-.01, .01]  
 Irr.    -.01 [-.01, -.00]  -.01 [-.01, -.00]  
 Dep. X Opp.        -.02 [-.04, -.00]  
 Dep. X Irr.       <-.001 [-.00, .00]  
 Opp. X Irr.       .01 [-.00, .01]  
 Dep. X Opp. X 
Irr. 
 
      <.001 [-.00, 00]  
PSS Score for 
Sad Stimuli 
Gender <.001 [-.01, .01]    .01 <.001 [-.01, .02] .04 
 Dep. <.001 [-.00, .01]     .01 [-.00, .02]  
 Opp. <-.001 [-.01, .00]     <-.001 [-.01, .00]  
 Irr.    <.001 [-.01, .01]  <-.001 [-.00, .00]  
 Dep. X Opp.     .01 [-.00, .02]  <.001 [-.01, .02]  
 Dep. X Irr.    <-.001 [-.01, .00]  <-.001 [-.00, .00]  
 Opp. X Irr.    <-.001 [-.00, .00]  <-.001 [-.01, .00]  
 Dep. X Opp. X 
Irr. 
 
      <.001 [-.00, .00]  





Hierarchical Regression Models for Reaction Time on the Emotional Dot Probe Task 
  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Dependent 
Variable 
Predictor b [95% CI] ΔR
2 
 
b [95% CI] ΔR2 
 




Gender -.11 [-2.63, 2.40]  -.10 [-2.71, 2.51] .00 -.10 [-2.70, 2.50] .04 
 Dep. -.03 [-1.19, 1.13]  -.08 [-1.76, 1.60]  -.01 [-1.72, 1.71]  
 Opp. .02 [-1.15, 1.19]  .01 [-1.23, 1.25]  .09 [-1.36, 1.54]  
 Irr.    .07 [-.45, .59]  .03 [-.53, .59]  
 Dep. X Opp.       -.21 [-1.89, 1.46]  
 Dep. X Irr.       .01 [-.33, .36]  
 Irr. X Opp.       .32 [-.19, .83]*  
 Dep. X Irr. X Opp.       -.18 [-.46, .11]  
Sad Facilitation 
Index 
Gender -2.15 [-5.01, .72] .00 -2.07 [-5.04, .91] .00 -2.14 [-5.16, .87] .00 
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 Dep. X Opp.       -.07 [-2.01, 1.88]  
 Dep. X Irr.       .11     [-.29, .50]  
 Irr. X Opp.       .06     [-.53, .65]  
 Dep. X Irr. X Opp.       -.03     [-.36, .30]  
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SUPERVISED CLINICAL TRAINING 
June 2020--  Pre-Doctoral Internship: University of Utah Neuropsychiatric 
Institute  
Present (Salt Lake City, UT) 
 1) Year Long Experiences: 
 • Outpatient Services 
           Primary Supervisors: Christopher J. Powers, Ph.D.; Deanna                    
            Reilly, Ph.D.; Sandra Whitehouse, Ph.D. 
            Provided outpatient therapy services, including individual and  
           family therapy, to child, adolescent, and adult patients following 
           discharge from hospital setting. Established treatment plans using 
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           primarily Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) framework.   
           Coordinated care with medical teams. Consulted with school staff. 
           Received weekly supervision.  
 2) Four-Month Rotations: 
 • Child-Focused Inpatient Rotation (June-October) 
 Primary Supervisor: Christopher J. Powers, Ph.D. 
             Participated on multidisciplinary team including psychiatrists, 
            psychiatric residents, medical students, social workers, 
            recreational therapists, psychiatric nurses, educational specialists,  
            and mental health workers. Attended daily treatment team rounds 
            to review pertinent information and new developments with unit 
            staff, attending psychiatrist, and social worker. Carried case load 
            of five patients, ages 4-13. Served as primary therapist, providing  
            both individual and family therapy. Conducted targeted 
            psychological assessments to aid in differential diagnosis and 
            treatment planning. Provided consultation and/or acted as lead for 
            conducting functional behavior analyses and creating individual 
            behavior plans. Co-lead DBT-based coping skills group.   
 • Adult Inpatient Rotation (November-February) 
 Primary Supervisor: Deanna Reilly, Ph.D.  
 Participated on multidisciplinary treatment team including 
Psychiatrists, psychiatric residents, medical students, psychiatric 
Nurses, recreational therapists, and mental health workers. 
Provided individual, family, and couples therapy, psychological 
and neuropsychological assessment, and various consultation 
services. Carried case load of up to 5 patients. Continued to work 
with patients as they transitioned between units within the 
hospital to ensure continuity of care. Co-lead DBT-based coping 
skills group for Recovery Inpatient Program.  
 • Adolescent-Focused Inpatient Rotation (March-
June) 
 Primary Supervisor: Sandra Whitehouse, Ph.D. 
             Participated on multidisciplinary team including psychiatrists, 
            psychiatric residents, medical students, social workers, 
            recreational therapists, psychiatric nurses, educational specialists,  
            and mental health workers. Attended daily treatment team rounds 
            to review pertinent information and new developments with unit 
            staff, attending psychiatrist, and social worker. Carried case load 
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            of five patients, ages 14-17. Served as primary therapist, 
            providing both individual and family therapy. Conducted targeted 
            psychological assessments to aid in differential diagnosis and 
            treatment planning. Provided consultation and/or acted as lead for 
            conducted functional behavior analyses and creating individual 
behavior plans. Co-lead DBT-based coping skills group.   
 
August 2019 –  Cure 4 the Kids Foundation (Las Vegas, NV) 
April 2019  Doctoral Practicum Student 
  Primary supervisor: Danielle T. Bello, Ph.D. 
Description:  Neuropsychology service set in multidisciplinary medical clinic focusing 
on life-threatening diseases of childhood including brain tumors, leukemia 
and other cancers, sickle cell anemia, rheumatological conditions, 
inherited bleeding disorders and genetic conditions. The focus of this 
practicum is on the assessment of neurocognitive function in children and 
young adults with these medical illnesses.  
Responsibilities:    Conducted comprehensive neuropsychological assessments and wrote 
integrated reports in a pediatric hospital setting. Brief interventions were 
provided addressing adjustment, anxiety, depression, behavior 
management, medical adherence, and parent training concerns. 
Multidisciplinary treatment team was utilized during weekly grand rounds, 
sickle cell anemia clinic, and long-term follow-up clinic. The 
multidisciplinary team included physicians, psychologists, social workers, 
nurses, educational specialists, and other trainees.  
Orientation:  Brief cognitive-behavioral, behavioral, and problem-solving techniques. 
Supervision:  Weekly individual supervision.  
February 2019 –  The UNLV Child School Refusal and Anxiety Disorders Clinic (Las 
Vegas, NV) 
May 2019  Selective Mutism Group Co-Leader        
Primary supervisor: Christopher A. Kearney, Ph.D.  
Description:   The UNLV Child School Refusal and Anxiety Disorders Clinic serves 
youths age 5-17 years and their families who experience difficulties 
attending school and/or anxiety-related problems.  Practicum students at 
the on-campus facility are expected to conduct screening and full 
behavioral assessments in addition to manualized and non-manualized 
treatment.  Cases typically involve 4-8 sessions but may be longer if 
necessary. General family therapy cases are also available. 
Responsibilities:    Conducted child and parent selective mutism group treatments adapted 
and formalized for the clinic utilizing behavioral, exposure, and anxiety 
management techniques. Conducted individual intake and post-treatment 
assessments for each group member as well as individual sessions with 
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families during treatment as needed. Made consultations with school based 
and medical personnel weekly. Services were provided to diverse 
populations of children between the ages of 4-8 years and their families. 
Orientation:  Cognitive behavioral and behavioral. 
Supervision:  Weekly group supervision. 
June 2018 –  Mobile Crisis/CCS/ECMHS (Las Vegas, NV)  
May 2019  Doctoral Practicum Student 
  Primary supervisor: Megan Freeman, Ph.D.  
  
Description:  The Division of Child and Family Services (DCFS) in Las Vegas provides 
an array of on-site outpatient services to infants, children, adolescents, and 
their families through Children’s Clinical Services (CCS) and Early 
Childhood Mental Health Services (ECMHS), as well as services via a 
Mobile Crisis Response Team. The Mobile Crisis Response Team 
provides services wherever children and adolescents urgently need to 
access services, including emergency departments, private residences, 
schools, and other locations. Teams consisting of a mental health clinician 
and a psychiatric caseworker conduct a brief psychological assessment, 
including a risk assessment, and provide crisis de-escalation. The team 
then facilitates referrals to other mental health and community-based 
services, including inpatient hospitalization if necessary, and offers up to 
45 days of stabilization services if appropriate. 
Responsibilities: Provided evidence-based assessment and treatment to children and 
adolescents experiencing acute crises as part of the mobile crisis response 
team. Assessments focused on determination of whether acute 
hospitalization was necessary. In addition to this, provided evidence-based 
assessment and treatment to children and adolescents presenting to CCS 
and co-led a day treatment group for children ages 2-5, as part of ECMHS.  
Orientation:  Cognitive-behavioral  and behavioral orientations were utilized along with 
motivational and problem-solving techniques. 
Supervision:  Treatment team meetings were held twice per week. Received weekly 
individual supervision. 
February 2018 –  The UNLV Child School Refusal and Anxiety Disorders Clinic (Las 
Vegas, NV) 
May 2018  Selective Mutism Group Co-Leader        
Primary supervisor: Christopher A. Kearney, Ph.D.  
Description:   The UNLV Child School Refusal and Anxiety Disorders Clinic serves 
youths age 5-17 years and their families who experience difficulties 
attending school and/or anxiety-related problems.  Practicum students at 
the on-campus facility are expected to conduct screening and full 
behavioral assessments in addition to manualized and non-manualized 
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treatment.  Cases typically involve 4-8 sessions but may be longer if 
necessary. General family therapy cases are also available. 
Responsibilities:    Conducted child and parent selective mutism group treatments adapted 
and formalized for the clinic utilizing behavioral, exposure, and anxiety 
management techniques. Conducted individual intake and post-treatment 
assessments for each group member as well as individual sessions with 
families during treatment as needed. Made consultations with school based 
and medical personnel weekly. Services were provided to diverse 
populations of children between the ages of 4-8 years and their families. 
Orientation:  Cognitive behavioral and behavioral. 
Supervision:  Weekly group supervision. 
August 2017 –  Desert Willow Treatment Center (Las Vegas, NV) 
June 2018  Doctoral Practicum Student                   
Primary supervisors: Caron Evans, Ph.D.; Robert Kutner, Psy.D. 
  
Description:   Desert Willow Treatment Center (DWTC) is a 20-bed state psychiatric 
hospital providing inpatient mental health to adolescents with severe 
emotional disturbances (SED). DWTC is comprised of two program units 
that serve adolescents 12 to 18 years of age. The hospital has one 8-bed 
Acute Adolescent Program (AAP) unit that provides short-term 
diagnostic, stabilization, and treatment for patients at imminent risk to self 
or others or a brief psychotic disorder. DWTC also has one 12-bed 
Residential Treatment Center (RTC) unit that provides long-term care (6-9 
months) to adolescents who have not progressed in multiple, less 
restrictive living environments.  
Responsibilities Provided evidence-based assessment and treatment to children and 
adolescents within an inpatient psychiatric setting. Comprehensive 
assessments focused primarily on assessing intelligence, personality, and 
adaptive functioning so as to inform treatment planning and referral 
placements.  
Orientation:  Cognitive-behavioral, dialectical-behavioral, and behavioral orientations 
were utilized along with motivational and problem-solving techniques. 
Supervision:  Received weekly individual supervision. Integrated treatment team 
meetings were held twice per week. 
 
August 2016 –  The PRACTICE: A Community Mental Health Clinic (Las Vegas,  
  NV) 
August 2017  Doctoral Practicum Student 
  Primary supervisor: Andrew J. Freeman, Ph.D.  
  Assessment supervisor: Andrew J. Freeman, Ph.D. 
Description:  An on-campus, department run interdisciplinary community mental health 
training clinic providing individual and group therapy as well as 
neuropsychological and psychodiagnostic assessments to children, 
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adolescents, and adults from the community, as well as university 
students. Specialty clinics operate in partnership with The PRACTICE, 
including: Psychological Assessment and Testing, Tele-Mental Health 
Services to Rural Nevada, and UNLV Child School Refusal and Anxiety 
Disorders Clinic. 
Responsibilities: Provided evidence-based assessment and manualized intervention to a 
caseload of 5-9 clients. The majority of clients were children and 
adolescents between the ages of 2-16 years and their families. 
Comprehensive assessments focused on differential diagnosis, developing 
treatment plans, and providing applicable referrals.  
 
Orientation:  Cognitive-behavioral orientation was utilized along with motivational and 
problem-solving techniques. 
Supervision:  Received weekly individual supervision with video review. Additionally, 
received group supervision through case presentations once per month. 
RELATED CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 
June 2020 –  DBT Consult Group 
Present 
Description DBT consult group, held bi-weekly. Group consists of psychology staff, 
post-doctoral fellows, and pre-doctoral interns. Focus is on DBT skill 
teaching, DBT case conceptualization, and case consults. Responsibilities 
include leading mindfulness exercises, teaching DBT skills, and providing 
consultation with group members on case consult questions. 
 
January 2014 –  San Jose State Psychology Department (San Jose, CA) 
May 2015  Undergraduate Research Assistant 
 Primary Supervisor: Joanna Fanos, Ph.D. 
Description:  A research lab associated with San Jose State University conducting work 
aimed at investigating the impact of a peer support group on alleviating 
psychopathology seen in student-athletes. 
Responsibilities:  Observed a Master’s level psychology student in running a student-athlete 
peer support group. Assisted in collecting and scoring measures associated 
with symptom tracking.    
SELECT PROFESSIONAL CLINICAL TRAININGS 
 
November 2020 Autism Assessment Part II 
 University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Kristina Feldman, Ph.D. 
 
Description: 2-hour training on ADOS-2 scoring. Training consisted of watching video 
administration of ADOS-2 and practice of scoring with discussion around 
administration.   
 
November 2020 Autism Assessment Part I 
 University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
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 Instructor: Kristina Feldman, Ph.D. 
 
Description: 2-hour training on autism assessment, including ADOS-2 administration. 
Training consisted of overviews of common ASD questionnaires and 
practical issues of assessing for ASD in hospital settings (with special 
emphasis on pandemic related issues).  
 
October 2020 Racial Trauma 
 University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Kimberly Applewhite, Ph.D. 
 
Description: 2-hour training on race-based traumatic stress and the implications for 
clinical training within a psychiatric inpatient hospital setting.  
 
October 2020 Psychopharmacology, Youth Focused 
 University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Tom Conover, MD 
 
Description: 2-hour training on common psychopharmacological practices/treatment 
within a psychiatric inpatient hospital setting, with a specific emphasis on 
youth-based care.  
 
October 2020 Development of Personality 
 University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Jamie Gill, Ph.D. 
 
Description: 2-hour training on prominent theories of personality development, 
presentation and treatment of personality disorders within a psychiatric 
inpatient hospital setting. 
 
September 2020 Rorschach Training Part III 
 University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Britt Holmes, PsyD 
 
Description:  2-hour training, consisting of practice of Rorschach administration. 
 
September 2020 Rorschach Training Part II 
 University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Britt Holmes, PsyD 
 
Description:  2-hour training on scoring of the Rorschach. 
 
September 2020 Rorschach Training Part I 
University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Britt Holmes, PsyD 
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Description: 2-hour training on Rorschach administration. 
 
September 2020 Supervision 
University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Tiffani Morgan, Ph.D. 
 
Description: 2-hour training on theories of supervision.  
 
August 2020 Functional Behavior Analysis and Behavior Plans 
University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Hannah Smith, BCBA 
 
Description: 2-hour training on functional behavior analyses and creating individual 
behavior plans, with specific emphasis on completing FBAs and IBPs 
within a psychiatric inpatient hospital setting. 
 
August 2020 LDS Culture and Issues 
University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Jon Cox, Ph.D. 
 
Description: 2-hour training on unique mental health considerations specific to the 
population of patients who identify as members of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-Day Saints, with specific emphasis on these 
considerations as to how they apply to clinical practice within psychiatric 
mental health hospital setting.  
 
July 2020 Parent Management Training for Difficult Children 
University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Laura White, Ph.D. 
 
Description: 2-hour training on parent management training, with specific emphasis on 
applying parent management training principles to clinical care in a 
psychiatric inpatient hospital setting. 
 
July 2020 DBT Basics 
University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructors: Brian Augustyn, Ph.D.; Jessica Holzbauer, LCSW 
 
Description: 2-hour training on the theoretical foundation and implementation of DBT 
in clinical care within a psychiatric inpatient hospital setting. 
 
July 2020 Crisis Intervention/Safety Planning 
University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Allison Smith, Ph.D 
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Description: 2-hour training on safety planning in the context of discharge from a 
psychiatric inpatient hospital setting.  
 
July 2020 Suicide Risk Assessment 
University Neuropsychiatric Institute, Salt Lake City, UT 
 Instructor: Sandra Whitehouse, Ph.D 
 
Description: 2-hour training on prominent theories of suicide risk assessment as well as 
discussion around common measures used to assess risk for suicide within 
a psychiatric inpatient hospital setting.  
 
September 2019 Comprehensive Training in Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT): 
Part I Theory, Structure, Targets and Treatment Strategies 
 Las Vegas, NV 
Instructor: Alan Fruzzetti, Ph.D. 
Description: 3 day training on the theoretical foundation and implementation of DBT 
for psychologists. 
February 2019 Human Trafficking 
 Las Vegas, NV 
 Instructors: Sergeant Donald M. Hoier and Shera D. Bradley, Ph.D. 
Description: 1 day training providing an overview on human trafficking, including 
relevant terminology and an understanding of methods of control used by 
abusers. Additional topics included trauma bonding, the differences 
between child sexual abuse and sex trafficking, indicators of trafficking, 
barriers to rescue, the psychological impact of sexual exploitation, how to 
approach victims, assessment and intervention techniques. 
October 2018  Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) Training I 
Las Vegas, NV 
Instructors: Steven Hayes, Ph.D. 
Description: 1 day training on the theoretical foundations and implementation of ACT 
for psychologists. 
October 2018 Trauma Informed Care 
 Department of Child and Family Services, Las Vegas, NV  
Various Presenters 
Description: 2 day training on trauma informed care with system-involved families and 
children. Topics also included identifying/assessing and treating 
symptoms of trauma in children and adolescents.   
February 2018 Non-Suicidal Self-Injury 
 Dessert Willow Treatment Center, Las Vegas, NV 
 Instructor: Caron Evans, Ph.D. 
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Description: 1 day training on non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) in clinical populations. 
Topics included the etiology, assessment, and treatment of NSSI.    
October 2017 Screening, Brief Intervention, Referral to Treatment 
 University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Instructor: Sara Hunt, Ph.D. 
Description: 1 day training on the SBIRT method to identify and apply interventions 
for patients whose alcohol and/or drug use impacts their health.  
RESEARCH EXPERIENCE 
August 2015 –  Diagnosis of Irritability, Mood, and Emotions Lab (DIME Lab; Las 
Vegas, NV) 
Present                       Graduate Research Assistant  
                                    Supervisor: Andrew J. Freeman, Ph.D. 
Description:  Research in this lab bases its work on the principles of evidence-based 
medicine and developmental psychopathology. The clinically oriented 
research conducted in this lab aims to improve the accurate and efficient 
assessment of different disorders of childhood and adolescence. The 
theoretically oriented research conducted in this lab aims to investigate 
how mood and disruptive behavior disorders are both similar and different 
in terms of behaviors, thoughts, and feelings.  
Dissertation Research: Social Information Processing (SIP) theory offers a framework for how 
individuals attend to and process information in their social environment 
(Dodge, 1993). This framework has been used to understand the etiology 
behind certain psychopathologies, as it is believed that bias in early 
attentional processes (i.e. encoding) may have trickle down effects on later 
processing and decision making (Dodge, 1993). While SIP theory has 
been used extensively throughout the literature around depression, anxiety, 
and aggression (e. g. Armstrong et al., 2012; Crick & Dodge, 1996; Dodd 
et al., 2017), this framework can also offer insight into the etiology behind 
severe and chronic irritability. Several studies have investigated attention 
bias in the context of irritability. However, very few studies have 
controlled for negative affect when making conclusions about attention 
bias within individuals high in irritability and almost no studies have 
controlled for the presence of oppositionality, both of which have been 
found to be highly related to irritability (Mayes et al., 2006; Stringaris & 
Goodman, 2009). Therefore, my current study aims to investigate attention 
bias in individuals high in irritability using attention bias paradigms with 
high reliability and validity as well as simultaneously controlling for 
depression and oppositionality. Original data collection has been 
completed (N = 257). Statistical analyses are currently 50% completed. 
 
Thesis Research: Each new edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM-5; APA, 2013) has been met with substantial criticism. 
Particularly, in DSM-5, two disorders were defined by very similar 
criteria. Oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) was defined as consisting of 
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three dimensions - irritability, noncompliance, and spiteful/vindictive. 
Additionally, ODD has duration criteria that indicate its symptoms must 
be present for at least 6 months suggesting the presence of chronic 
irritability. DSM-5 also included disruptive mood dysregulation disorder 
(DMDD) as a disorder marked by the presence of chronic irritability in 
childhood and adolescence. The question of whether chronic irritability 
(i.e., DMDD) can be separated from ODD in clinical settings is a 
substantial question. Most studies indicate that DMDD and ODD have 
significant overlap (Freeman et al., 2016; Mayes et al., 2016). An alternate 
method to understanding the distinction between ODD and DMDD is to 
examine whether ODD consists of independent or correlated dimensions. 
My thesis examined competing models of the factor structure of ODD in a 
clinical sample to inform questions regarding whether irritability is a 
distinct dimension within ODD. My study indicated that irritability and 
headstrong behaviors are highly correlated but distinct. The two 
dimensions demonstrated some differences in the prediction of 
internalizing and externalizing symptoms but also displayed significant 
overlap with each other that is somewhat contradictory to previous 
literature. These findings coupled with published treatment trials that 
indicate that chronic irritability may respond well to treatments 
traditionally associated with externalizing psychopathology (Krieger et al., 
2011; Stoddard et al., 2016;  Waxmonsky et al., 2013; 2008) call into 
question the meaningfulness of a disorder characterized solely by severe 
and chronic irritability.  
 
General Lab  Assist Dr. with running the DIME Lab and conducting research. Specific 
Responsibilities: responsibilities include administrative duties within the lab, data 
management, statistical analyses of the data, programming, running 
participants, and supervision of undergraduate research assistants.  
RELATED RESEARCH WORK EXPERIENCE 
January 2014 –  San Jose State Psychology Department (San Jose, CA) 
May 2015  Undergraduate Research Assistant 
 Primary Supervisor: Joanna Fanos, Ph.D. 
Description:  A research lab associated with San Jose State University conducting work 
aimed at investigating the psychological impact of medical diagnoses in 
infancy (e.g., congenital heart defects) on the family, particularly the 
mother.  
Responsibilities:   Assisted literature reviews, preparation of IRB protocols, selection of 
quantitative scales/measures, preparation of interview information, and 
data management.   
PEER REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS 
In Preparation 
Garcia, B.A., & Freeman, A. J. (in preparation). The psychometric properties of the irritability 
questionnaire. 
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Garcia, B.A., Freeman, A.J., Youngstrom, J.K., Findling, R.L., & Youngstrom, E.A. (in 
preparation). Factor structure of irritability and noncompliant symptoms across 
informants in treatment-seeking youth. 
POSTER PRESENTATIONS 
Abrams, L., Garcia, B., & Freeman, A.J. (2019, August). Anhedonia or irritability? Cardinal 
symptoms of depression in young adults. Poster session presented to the Annual 
Convention of the American Psychological Association, Chicago, IL.  
Dang, T., Chen, Y.-L., Garcia, B., & Freeman, A. J. (2019 August). The relationship between 
BIS/BAS, alcohol use, and mood symptoms among college students. Poster session 
presented at the 2019 Annual Convention of American Psychological Association, 
Chicago, IL. 
Garcia, B. A., & Freeman, A. J. (2016, October). Aggression to depression: Examining 
moderators of emotion dysregulation. Poster session presented to the Annual Convention 
of the Association of Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies, New York City, NY.  
Garcia, B. A., Sherwood, S. N., & Freeman, A. J. (2018, November). Mood symptoms to 
aggression: Irritability as a moderator. Poster session submitted to the Annual 
Convention of the Association of Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies, Washington, DC.  
Millwood, S. N., Saucedo, M., Garcia, B. A., & Freeman, A. J. (2016, October). Bipolar 
disorder substance use: Examining drug preference and frequency. Poster session 
presented at the Annual Convention of the Association of Behavioral and Cognitive 
Therapies, New York City, NY. 
Sherwood, S.N., Garcia, B.A., Cachero, A., & Freeman, A.J. (2018), Sleep chronotype, mood, 
and irritability. Poster session submitted to the Annual Convention of the Association of 
Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies, Washington, DC.  
ORAL PRESENTATIONS 
Fornander, M.J., Bacon, V.R., Garcia, B., Sherwood, S., Rede, M., Kearney, C.A. (2019, 
October). Guidelines for in-school exposures. Oral presentation to be presented at the 
Selective Mutism Association (SMA) National Conference, Las Vegas, NV. 
 
Freeman, A. J., Garcia, B., A., Findling, R. L., & Youngstrom, E. A. (2017, November). 
Irritability and noncompliant symptoms reduce quality of life. Symposium presented to 
the Annual Convention of the Association of Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies, San 
Diego, CA. 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
August 2019 – University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Las Vegas, NV) 
Present  Part-Time Instructor 
  Developmental Psychology PSY330; History of Psychology PSY308 
Description:  Taught two sections of an undergraduate developmental psychology 
course and one section of an undergraduate history of psychology course. 
For the developmental psychology course, objectives included providing a 
broad background in various aspects of development from conception to 
middle childhood through discussion of current theoretical perspectives 
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and empirical research. For the history of psychology course, objectives 
included understanding the historical and philosophical antecedents and 
contexts of psychology as a discipline and science. For both courses, 
duties included developing class material, developing examinations, 
monitoring student conversations, grading, providing student feedback, 
linking students to applicable services, providing 1-on-1 support to 
students, and providing at least two office hours a week. 
 
January 2019—  University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Las Vegas, NV) 
May 2019  Graduate Student Instructor 
  Developmental Psychology PSY330  
Description:  Taught two sections of an undergraduate developmental psychology 
course. Objectives included providing a broad background in various 
aspects of development from conception to middle childhood through 
discussion of current theoretical perspectives and empirical research. 
Duties included developing class material, developing examinations, 
monitoring student conversations, grading, providing student feedback, 
linking students to applicable services, providing 1-on-1 support to 
students, and providing at least two office hours a week. 
 
August 2018—  University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Las Vegas, NV) 
December 2018  Graduate Student Instructor 
  Developmental Psychology PSY330 
Description:  Same as above. 
 
July 2018 –  University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Las Vegas, NV) 
August 2018  Graduate Student  Summer Instructor 
   General Psychology PSY101 
Description: Taught one section of an accelerated undergraduate introductory 
psychology course. Educational goals of the class included developing an 
understanding of the discipline of psychology, developing scientific values 
and skills, fostering personal growth, and enhancing library and computer 
skills. Duties included developing lecture, lecturing daily, developing 
examinations, grading, providing student feedback, linking students to 
applicable services, and providing at least two office hours a week.  
 
January 2018— University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Las Vegas, NV) 
May 2018  Graduate Student Instructor 
   General Psychology PSY101 
Description: Taught two sections of an undergraduate introductory psychology course. 
Educational goals of the classes included developing an understanding of 
the discipline of psychology, developing scientific values and skills, 
fostering personal growth, and enhancing library and computer skills. 
Duties included developing lecture, lecturing daily, developing 
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examinations, grading, providing student feedback, linking students to 
applicable services, and providing at least two office hours a week. 
 
August 2017— University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Las Vegas, NV) 
December 2017 Graduate Student Instructor 
   General Psychology PSY101 
Description:  Same as above.  
 
August 2015— University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Las Vegas, NV) 
May 2016  Teaching Assistant 
   Child Assessment PSY712 
   Professor: Andrew J. Freeman, Ph.D. 
Description: Graded student assignments and performed miscellaneous administrative 
duties. 
 
August 2015— University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Las Vegas, NV) 
May 2016  Teaching Assistant 
   Health Psychology PSY412 
   Professor: Kristin Culbert, Ph.D. 
Description: Administered exams, graded exams, graded student assignments, and 
performed miscellaneous administrative duties. 
SUPERVISION EXPERIENCE 
June 2020—  DBT-based coping skills group—Child Focused Inpatient 
October 2020 
Provided 1-hour of supervision on a weekly basis to an advanced graduate 
student extern co-leading DBT skills group conducted on child inpatient 
unit (ages 11-15).  
 
November 2020— DBT-based coping skills group—Adult Recovery Inpatient Program 
Present  
 Provided 1-hour of supervision on a weekly basis to an advanced graduate 
student extern co-leading DBT skills group conducted on adult recovery 
unit where most patients held comorbid mood-related and substance use 
diagnoses.  
SERVICE & OUTREACH 
September 2015 –  Outreach Undergraduate Mentoring Program, UNLV (Las Vegas, NV) 
Present  Graduate Student Mentor 
Description:  The purpose of OUMP is to provide mentorship to undergraduate psychology 
students from under-represented backgrounds in order to increase student 
retention and graduate school applications.  
Responsibilities:  Support and advise undergraduate students interested in applying to psychology 
graduate programs. Additional duties include one-on-one mentoring, linking 
students to resources (e.g., faculty, contacts, research experience, etc.), providing 
CV development, editing application materials, guidance career planning, and 
attending mentoring training. Workshops are also provided by mentors for the 
entire program. 
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HONORS & AWARDS 
Fall 2019— Spring 2020 UNLV Access Grant ($2000)  
Fall 2018   GPSA Travel Award ($600) 
Fall 2018—Spring 2019 UNLV Access Grant ($2000) 
Fall 2017—Spring 2018 UNLV Access Grant ($2000) 
Fall 2016—Spring 2017 UNLV Access Grant ($2000) 
Fall 2015   GPSA Travel Award ($500) 
Spring 2015   SJSU Presidential Scholar 
Spring 2014   SJSU Presidential Scholar 
Spring 2013   SJSU Presidential Scholar 
Fall 2013—Spring 2014 SJSU Mountain West Scholar Athlete 
Spring 2012   SJSU Dean Scholar 
Fall 2012— Spring 2012 SJSU ALL-WAC Honor Award 
PROFESSIONAL AFFILATIONS 
American Psychological Association 
American Psychological Association: Division 54  
Nevada Psychological Association 
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Professor, Department of Psychology andrew.freeman@unlv.edu 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas  
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Megan Freeman, Ph.D. (702) 486-5282 
Licensed Psychologist mfreeman@dcfs.nv.gov 
Division of Child and Family Services  
6171 W Charleston Blvd Building 8  
Las Vegas, NV 89146  
  
Christopher J Powers, Ph.D. (801) 587-3145 
Licensed Psychologist; Internship Training Director cj.powers@hsc.utah.edu 
University Neuropsychiatric Institute  
501 Chipeta Way  
Salt Lake City, UT 84108   
  
